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The CHAJRMAN: I declare open the l98th plenary meeting of the Commi. ttee on 
Disarmament. 

I have on my list of speakers for today the representatives of Italy, Hungary, 
Japan, the United States of America, Canada, Australia, France, the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics, Poland, the German .Democratic Republic, Kenya,, . .. 
Algeria, the Federal Republic of Germany, Argenti-na and "China. 

I now give the floor to the representative of Italy, Ambassador Alessi. 

Mr. ALESSI (Italy) (translated f'ro~ French): Mr. Chairman, at this meeting 
which is to be the Committee's last formal meeting under your chairmanship, allow 
me to express to you and yo~ del~gation my appreciation of the efforts you have 
made during this month of February to launch the Committee on the work of its 
1983 session. I think it is regrettable that in spite of all these efforts we 
are obliged today to admit that one month after the opening of its session the 
Committee still has no • agenda and, no p:rogramme of work. 

This situation seems to me to be all the more disappointing in that it has 
had what in our view are un'W'a.ITant!=!9. GOnsequences, namely, the paralysis of all 
the substantive work of our Committee, although our recent discussions with 
respect to the agenda convince .me that an agreement is within our reach. As 
regards the proposals put forward·by the ·group of socialist coU.ntries1'or the 
possible addition of items 9 and 10 to our agenda, consultations have indicated 
that some progress has been achieved~ 

In addition, with regard to the most important of the questions we are 
concerned with, namely, the proposal of the Group of 21, supported by the 
group of socialist countrie~, to add a ·new item on the prevention of nuclear war, 
a large measure of consensus seems ~o exist on the substance of the matter: the 
desirability of this Committee 1 s taking up the question of the prevention of 
nuclear war and examining it in substance is not in dispute. The delegations 
on whose behalf I am speaking have shown all the interest and importance they 
attach to this question either through their replies to the United Nations 
Secretary-General in conformity with resolution 36/81 B, or through their active 
participation in the discussions on this subject at the second special session 
of the United Nations General Assembly devoted to disarmament. 

Document CD/341 submitted by the Group of 21 states that "all nations have 
both the right as well as the obligation to work collectively to dispel the 
danger of a nuclear holocaust". We entirely agree: this objective underlies 
our future action in this Committee. 

At one of our informal ~eatings, speaking on behalf of·~ number of 
delegations, I proposed a fo:tin of wdrding which, if added to theusual formulation 
of item 2 of our agenda, would cover this question also. This. form of wording 
places the prevention of nuclear war in its proper context, namely; ·that of the 
prevention of all totars. Other formulations and other solutions could be 
envisaged. Our delegations are prepared to consider any suggestion . which would 
bring this important matter before the Committee while at the same. time heeding 
a requirement they consider essential. It seems to me anough to emphasize here 
that the political conditions for reaching such an agreement exist. 

It is also generally recognized that, from the point of view of substance, 
a thorough consideration of a broad range of possibilities and situations will 
be necessary. In a matter of such importance and seriousness, it is essential 
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that all the legitimate concerns of the various countries should be taken into 
account and should be expressed in ottr debates without our losing sight of . the, , 
vi tal and ~gent need to seek to bring about practical and appropriate measures 
for the protection of human civilization from the unimaginable disaster of a 
nuclear war. 

If all sides show a willingness to take account of the fundamental positions 
at stake, a joint drafting effort should enable us to overcome the difficulties. 
'!lhis is no doubt a task that will have . to be tackled by the Chairman of the 
Committee for the month of March, the -distinguished representative of MOrocco, to 
vrhom I should like here and now to offer my \varm wishes for his success, as well 
as the promise of our full co-operation. ·· 

Allow me, in concluding my statement, to touch on one point which seems to 
me important, namely, the need for the substantive work of the Committee to be 
resumed without delay, and to that end to make the following proposal. 

I propose that the Committee should adopt today, under your chairmanship, all 
the agenda items on which there i s no disagreement, namely, items 1 to 7. S43COndly, 
I should like to propose that all the organizational matters rela.~ing to the 
Committee's work on those items, that is, the questions of the re-establishment 
of the relevant working groups, their mandates and their chairmen, and a 
provisional work programme, subject to revision, should be discussed at once. 
I should like, thirdly, to propose that the other organizational matters, such 
as the participation of non-member States, should also be settled at once. 

Since the prospects of our reaching an agreement with respect to the three 
other items proposed for our agenda are favourable, it would seem to me that there 
is no justification "for any objection to my proposals, for such objections would 
merely put off still further the starting of our normal work. I would therefore 
express the hope that we can speedily agree on the proposals I have just made, 
and that consul tatioris towards the solution of the ques.tions still pending with 
respect to the agenda can be continued intensively in the coming days so that a 
speedy and just solution can be reached. 

Mr .• KOMIVES (Hungary): The group of socialist delegations has entrusted me 
with the task of making the following statement today on behalf of the socialist 
countries members of the Committee on Disarmament. 

The 1983 session of the Committee on Disarmament started four weeks ago in a 
situation fraught with increasing tension and a growing threat of nuclear war. 
The better part of the general statements delivered here in the previous four weeks 
have reflected a profound anxiety about the dangerous course of events. The 
majority of the delegates who have taken the floor so far have found it necessary 
to emphasize the grave concern of the peoples of their own countries, and that of 
mankind all over the world, for the survival of the human race. The general tone 
of those statements clearly pointed to the fact that 1983 is a crudal year in 
the hi s tory of mankind, and a decisive one f or the fate of disarmament negotiations. 

Under present conditions, the Committee on Disarmament, the single forum for 
multilateral disarmament negotiations , is expected to intensify its efforts aimed 
at serious negotiations on the most urgent ques tions , in order to achieve concrete 
results capable of reducing tensions and the threat of nuclear war, contributing 
to the cessation of the arms race , in particular the nuclear arms race, and 
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leading to agreements on real measures of disarmament. That is what the universal 
community of nations expects of this Committee. That is what the very basic 
interest of the peoples of every State, the interest in strengthening · 
international peace and security, demand from this Committee. 

With all this clearly in mind, the group of socialist delegations feels it 
necessary at this juncture to express its deep concern over the fact that 
although four weeks have passed since the opening of the present session the 
Committee on Disarmament has not been able to embark upon any kind of negotiations. 
As a matter of fact, the Committee has not been able to .settle even the customary 
questions of an organizational and procedural character. No agreement has been 
reached on the agenda for the current session, on the programme of work for the 
first part of this session, or on the establishment of subsidiary bodies .
designed to conduct practical negotiations on various issues - not to mention the 
mandates and chairmanships of such subsidiary bodies. As a consequence of all this, 
the Committee on Disarmament is deprived of the possibility of fulfilling its real 
function- the function of a forum for multilateral negotiations in the field of 
disarmament. 

The delegations of the socialist countries feel obliged to s tate that the 
abnormal situation which prevails in the Committee is a direct consequence of the 
position adopted by delegations of Western States which refuse to discuss in the · 
Committee concrete measures designed to prevent nuclear war, and reject the 
proposal to have this item appropriately included in the agenda . 

The proposal concerning the prevention of nuclear war was in f act maP.e 
originally by the ·group of socialist countrtes. A proposal to _the same effect was 
also developed by the group of non-aligned and neutral countries. The proposals, 
however, were not made in pursuance of the particular interes t of one or another 
State or group of States. It is indeed based on a universal demand expressed in 
a number of important documents adopted in the course of several years in various 
international forums , in resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly and in 
the documents of different regional and political bodies , as well as in offic ial 
documents of a more limited nature. In the drafting and adoption of all those 
documents the States whos e delegations are sitting around this table bav~ .. al:).., 
without any ·exception, taken part and given their support. It applies even to 
those States whose r epresentatives - denying their f ormer selves , and going back 
upon their previous positions-- have now tru~en a s tubbornly negative position in 
face of that universal demand.. Tp.e proposal on the prevention of nuclear war has 
been dictated by that demand, and by the exceptional ua-gency and seriousness of the 
problem. The r ealization of the proposal i s demandeQ by its O\ill i nherent logic. 

The obs tacles p~t by Wes tern delegations in tbe way of that proposal show 
clearly and convincingly who i s indeed against the prevention of nuclear war, who 
is in favour of building up the nuclear threat, who i s pursuing a foreign policy 
based. on nuclear blackmail , t he f i r s t use of nuclear weapons , the possibility of 
limited and winnable nuclear wars , etc. The posit i on of West ern Stat es on the 
question of the prevention of nuclear war r eveals the t rue val ue of the 
declarations often made by high-ranking representativer.:; of those countries about 
their peaceful intentions . 
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The delegations of the socialist countries represented in the Committee 
on Disarmament continue to strive for the consideration of concrete - -- · 
multilateral measures ai111ed .a.t preventing nuclear ~. To that end~:they 
oontinue to stand for the inclusion of a separate. 1 t 'em in the CoiDJnittee 1 s 
agenda, and for the establishment of an ad hoc working group designed to 
deal with that question. 

Another factor hindering the orderly beginning of practical work in 
the Committee is the repeated attempts by certain delegations aimed at 
imposing a one-track approach upon the rest of the members, while at the 
same . time pretending to be sincerely interested in solving organizational 
matters without delay. Occasionally, arbitrary condi tiona are: •being put 
forward for the discussion of one item or another of the agenda, whii'e the 
generally accepted rules and practice of conducting negotiations in the 
Committee as in other multilateral forums are being completely ignored. 
The most. striking and totally inadmissible are the manoeuvres of one or 
two delegations blocking the implementation even of resolutions ~bich the 
United Nations General Assembly adopted by consensus. · 

The delegations of the socialist countries are convinced that the 
solution of organizational and procedural questions must be subordinated 
to the primary task of conducting purposeful, efficient negotiat~ons, with 
special emphasis on questions of the highest priority, in order to elaborate 
concrete inte:rna. tional agreements on those specific problems. '1'ba t attitude 
should be applied, first and foremost, to the creation of subsidiary bodies 
and the elaboration of their ma.nda tee. The del ega. tiona of the socialist 
countries· declare with full determination that they ·:will not allow such 
a situation to occur when the question of subsidiarY bodies is used in 
the Committee as a smoke-screen to cover up the refusal of one power to 
conclude international disarma.men t agreements, in ·.particular, a treaty 
concerning the question of number one priority on the agenda. 

It is the firm view of the delegations of socialist countries that 
serious evaluation should be given to the prospects of real progress .. in . . . · 
those subsidiary bodies which have been in existence for some time. It 
is hardly feasible to continue automatically the deliberations in those 
bodies where the situation is characterized by stagnation. The resumption 
of activit,y in those subsidiary bodies, in a situation where the -differences 
among the .pe.rticipants have been prevailing for a long time, would be not 
only a shee~ was~~ of. the time and efforts of members of the Committee, · 
but would even .~ fUrther complicate in the future · the achievement of agreements 
on the important questions entrusted to those bodies. 

The prospects must be evaluated in a realistic manner, without raising 
false hopes ei·ther in ourselves or in public ·opinion. When the ·Committee 
has a clear picture of .. the number of subsidiary bodies with a :t'eal 
possibility of making progress, the next steps could then be taken. The 
first among them should be the definition of mandates for those subsidiary 
bodies. The subsequent st~p wou1d be the allocation of chairmanships. In 
that latter context the group of socialist countries has already stated 
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its position. It is ·prepared to show-- flexibility in that matter, but the 
basic principle must be clearly defined. The delegations'of socialist 
countries are ready to accept -either the rotation of Ghairmanships in 
the subsidiary bodies or the maintenance in 1983 of the chairmanships of 
those bodies as in 1982. This quE;!_stion should be decided on the basis 
of a fair and equitable distribution of posts among the groups of delegations. 
The group of socialist countries declare with all firmness that they will 
not tolerate any discrimination or any infringement of their rights and 
interests. 

In conclusion, I wish -- on behalf of the delegations of the socialist 
countries -- to urge all the other delegations of the Committee on 
Disarmament to redouble their efforts in order to solve the organizational 
and procedural questions in a constructive spirit, with a view to achieving 
reasonable and acceptable'compromises, compromises that are capable and 
suitable to permit the Committee to conduct its activities, concentrating 
all its time and power on real negotiations on matters of substance. 
The delegations of socialist countries do not want to impose their will 
on any delegation or any group of delegations, but certainly will not 
allow others to succeed in such attempts. 

As they have been doing throughout the last four weeks, under the 
unceasing and tireless guidance of the Committee 1 s Chairman, who undoubtedly 
deserves the full -recognition of every delegation, the representatives 
of the socialist countries are ready to continue intensive consultations. 
They set no other preconditions but the fundamental requirement that 
every other delegation should act and co-operate in a similar constructive 
spirit, giving up the idea of imposing one-sided demarids on others. 
Given such will and readiness, the Committee on Disarmament should be 
able to solve all the questions that have up to now prevented it. from 
fulfilling its duty. · 

Mr. IMAI (Japan): I do not think it necessary to emphasize here 
again the unique experience Japan had -in the matter of nuclear weapons. 
There should be no question that. my delegation attaches great importance 
to the issue of the prevention of nuclear war. The view of my Government 
on this matter, to cite one example, was made clear dUring the second 
special session on disarmament last summer, in its reply to the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations as requested by General Assembly 
resolution 36/81 B. Our reply is contained in document.A/S-12/li/Add.5. 
As we pointed out in this document, we hold theview that "we should use 
every means and avail ourselves of every opportunity to prevent a nuclear 
war ;from ever occurririg''. _ Based on this fundamental standpoint the 
Government of Japan, in the same document, reiterated its conviction that 
"the most effective way to establish a solid foundation for efforts ,to 
prevent nuclear war is to promote disarmament, and in particular nuclear 
disarmament". 

It is from t~is viewpoint that my delegation expressed its strong · 
interest in the bilateral nuclear disarmament talks now going on in 
Geneva and urged the two negotiators to exert the maximum poss ible 
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efforts in order to achieve substantive progress and early agreement .. with 
a view to the real reduction of their nucl-ear arsenals. These exercises .~. 
should be performed from the point of view of global stabUi ty, as I have 
had an opportunity to point out during my earlier intervention. 

We also stressed in · our reply to the Secretary...General ·the essential 
importance of compliance by all Member States with the United . .Nations 
.Charter if wars, conventional as well as nuclear, are to be pr·evented. 

· In the same spirit we joined the Federal Republic of ·Germany and. the 
. .. Netherlands in presenting; at the second special ses·sion of the United Nations 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament, a working .paper entitled 
"Prevention of war, in particular nuclear war". I believe that, without 
taking time to elaborate the details, this document can still constitute 
a most appropriate basis for approaching the question we are now faced 

.with. ' 

As my delegation gave very serious thought to the formulation of 
the proposed agenda item, it has been out firm conviction that there can 

, .. ·be no one, not only in this chamber but in the whole world community, 
who w.ould deny the crucial importance of the question of the prevention 
of nuclear war. At the same time, · how:ev~r, we cannot close our eyes to 
the rea.li ty that the balance of powe~: , including both nuclea+.:&rld 
conventior..aJ., has been a major contributory factor to preserv;ing the . 
peace and security of the world, and has so far su.cceeded in preventing 
an outbreak of nuclear exchanges. On. the basis of our recognition of 
this reality, we believe that the question of preventing nuclear war ·has 
to be looked at in the wider context of preventing any armed conflicts, 
nuclear or conventional. 

We have bean discussing this question and other procedural and 
organizational matters already for a month. These discussions and 
consultations which you, as Chairman of . this Committee, have conducted, 
have been in themselves a sufficient indication to convince us that the 
mat~~ we .. are dealing with, namely the prevention of nuclear war, is a 
compl• issue, and here I shall refrain from dis'"ussing the various 
strategic and technical elements that may be involved in such considerations ~ 
I would merely like to recall that in my opening statement at this session 
I emphasized that high ideals and attractive formulations do not, in 
themselves, consti:tute effective disarmament unless they can be turned 
into effective and meaningful negotiations. We need, therefore, to 
continue our search for the most effective ways and m~s to handle this 
issue through general and informal debate. · · 

Finally, allow me to expre~s the strong desire of my delegation . 
that the further consideration of the question should not become an · 
obstacle preventing us from sitting down and continuing substantive -work 
on those items of the agenda which no one disputes and everyone· is ready 
and willing to work on. · 
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Mr. FIELDS (United States of America): I welcome this opportunity to place on 
record the importance which my, delegation attaches to the issue of the prevention of 
nuclear war, and the frustration which we feel at being prevented from resolving the 
issue of how to deal. with this important subject. 

The record is, clear regarding the concern of my Government for the prevention 
of nuclear war. 'We are ha.IU at work at this critical task. In this room on 
4 February, Vice-President Bush reiterated the commitment which we attach to achieving 
significant reductions in the nuclear arsenals of the United States and the 
Soviet Union. He said: "The elimination of the threat of nuclear war is clearly 
of paramount importance to all of us, and the United States fully accepts its special 
responsibilities in this area. We are recognizing this responsibility in the most 
effective wa:y we know -· here in Geneva, in good faith, across the negotiating table 
from the Soviet Union." 

We are motivated in this effort by our dedication to strengthening international 
stability and increasing the security of all States. Our position on this subject 
is not a new one. 

Eliminating the threat of nuclear war has been at the forefront of United States 
efforts since nuclear weapons were first developed. Our offer in 1946 to bring 
nuclear weapone and the peaceful uses of nuclear energy under international control 
is a matter of histqrical record. The year 1963 recorded the memorandum of 
understanding between the United States and the Soviet Union regarding· the 
e£tablishment of a direct commun.ications link - the so-called "hot line" agreement. 
Later the same year the United States and the Soviet Union signed and ratified the 
Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space, and Under 
·.-tater. 

The United States played a major role in the achievement of the non-proliferation 
Treaty and then in "' he 1970s focused on efforts to halt the nuclear arms race by 
establishing ceilings on certain categories of these weapons. We proposed 
significant reductions in nuclear arsenals at that time, but this, unfortunately, 
was rejected at that time by the Soviet Union. Their earlier rejection 
notwithstanding, the Soviet Union is at the table with us here in Geneva, where the 
:Lssue of significant reductions 'in strategic ballistic missile warheads is under 
acti'Ve negotiation. 

President Reagan in November 1981 renewed our proposal to the Soviet Union to 
develop effective measures that would reduce the danger of the risk of surprise atta~k 
and th~ ch,ance of war arising out of uncertainty or miscalculation. On 17 June 
lc.~t; year, President Reaga.:h informed the second special session on disarmament of the 
Urri.ted Nation9 GeneraJ. Assembly of an initiative which the United States was 
Ul"ldert::!ld.ng related to the issue of the prevention of nuclear war. He announced 
that the United Statef) had. undertaken to explore ways to increase understanding and 
communication between the United States and the Soviet Union in times of both 
peaca and c:risis. 'He said: "vie will approach the Soviet Union '-lith propos8.l.s for 
reciprocal exchanges in such areas as advance notification of major strategic 
exercises that otherwise might be misinterpreted, advance notification o£ ICBM 
launches within, ae well as beyond, national boundaries, and an expanded exchange of 
strategic forces data". 
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Last November, President Reagan revealed some of the measures which · he had 
proposed to the Soviet Union in order to reduce the risk of acoident and 
misunderst~. The first involved advance notification of all United ·states 
and Soviet test launohes of intercontinental ballistic missiles. It also ·concerned 
notification regarding sea-launChed 8nd land-based ballistic missiles ,suah as those 
~er negotiation. President Reagan also 1~vealed that he had proposed advance 
notification of major military exercises. Thi:rd.iy, the President described a 
prop()sal. to engage in a wide-ranging exchange · of basic data about United State~J and 
Soviot :1uoloar forces~ Lastly, .he indicated that the .United States woUld care.fu].ly 
examin~ any possible improvements which might be undertaken to the current hot-line 
direct · communication system. 

!l'hese proposals were made to reduce surprise and uncertainty arising from 
missile tests and major military exercises, and to remove some of the mutual igno:rance 
and suspicion which has persisted despite numerous efforts to foster greate;r 
transparency in military postures and intentions. 

Our record is clearly one dedicated to the achievement of effective measU:res 
'bo prevent nuclear war and we are not at all reticent about ·addressing this issue 
in this Committee; We have expressed our support for including an appropriate item 
on our agenda. · The only question is how best to reflect the issue. We joined 
with other delegations of the western 'group in suggesting a formulation for an a,eenda 
item which included as part of the prevention of nuclear war the prevention ·or war 
in general. This is a critical concern aptly reflected in the Final Document 
and should not be implicitly precluded. Categorical rejection of this approach 
absolutely bewilders my delegation, although the statement we have heard here tod~ 
by the distinguished representative of HW:iga.r,y has given us some ins~ts. What we 
seem to be facing is a purposeful bloCkage of the entire work of this Committee. 
The linkage which he developed between the issue of the prevention of nuclear war and 
other questions makes it clear that our present impasse is part of a broader effort 
to "take back" last year's agreement on a working group on a nuclear test ban. 

A:re we to .l.lnderstand that, if we do not accept the posi tiona advocated by 
certain countries, there can be no agenda item dealing with the prevention of 
nuclear war nor any serious work by this Committee? I sincerely hope not. Speaking 
for my own delegation, we are reasonably flexible on wording, so long ~ our position 
is . aoourately reflected. We assume similar flexibility from others,~ we hope 
they will consider our proposal seriously and offer construct! ve suggestions of 
their own. This is certainly an issue on which reasonable accommodation will 
redound to the better security of all mankind. 

·We have lost enough time. We should resolve this issue, and get down to 
serious work. Our distinguished Italian colleague, Ambassador Alessi, has made 
a formal proposal which moves us in that direction. I urge its acceptance. 

Mr, McfHAIL (Canada): This is an extraordinary meeting; my statement will not 
be extnordinar,y but it is intended to be an appropriate statement. We are here 
still attempting to cope with the agenda, on the last day of the first month of the · 
Committee's 1983 session. I have not heard anybody in this Committee attempt to 
deny that the subject-matter dealt with in document CD/341 is important 
work. The only problem that . Ihave heard raised has to. do uith how this 
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Committee ~an .come to grips with the prevention of nuclear wa1·, bsaring in mind that 
this is not the Genqra.i' As~elilbly either in fts regular or special . sB~~io.n; and that 
it is not the Ori:l.ti;!d ~~tio:n·s 'Disa('!namEint · Commission, but a multiDit-o.ral negotiating 
committe'£t:.' It is' normal that' in a: hody ·oe ''this 'kii-ld. those ~proposing an item for 
inclusion in the ag~nda -~xp.lain th~ rationale ·for· their proposal an~ :that. th~y go ou 
to give sor:ne ihdicatioh c:)f ·~a:t it ·{s th~y in '~end' to ·be ·covered ;in the conside-ration 
by the_ Comlifitt~~ - of the: ·iterri they propos·e .: -I th-ii1k r . therefore, th9-t w:3 : should .regard 
document · cn/341 of· ·4, · · F~broary 'as .'tl:le: ·point (}{' depar<t.ure. Cer-tainly-· a:s-:the point · pf 
departure that I have used . in try:i,.ng to understand .what it is the Committee 1.~ being 
asked . ~Q _ do.. Hr. C.h~ir.man; it is almost a month later, · but w 0 still do not. have any 
mor~ . intlica'tion- about tl) a sp~cific~· :or what is' intt-!ild~d . than .we . had on 4 February in 
docuiltent CD/341. · · ... 

L"have h~d .· some difficulty in understand-ing pcecisely what was . intended,, although 
th~r'E}. a~~ · ihcl'aed · f..;_f·er·eh~i:rS - th~l"~ ' ' to ' vlewsf .p_r.oposals '.and cpractical . ;:niggE:~~tions '' 
submi tte<ii to the Second SpGCial Se$Sion' as well an other :rac:a.tt,~rs·· .-..... I .·'ShOililc:1 lik~ . to 
go back co paragraph 20 of the Final Documf:<nt of . the fii"st. special . session o( t~e . 
General "·: ·As's~inbly . devott.d to · disarmament ··in Or'd~r tQ aGt8mpt to discern . what; indeed' 
the. sponsor·s · had: in ' mtn'ct-> ·Paragr-ei'ph 20 ; it. -s.f.ams to ·.me, . is .aboui; ·as cl.oae -_ as:·On8 can 
come in . t 'he orfgj,nal· ''CE6ct·;. to what it rs· peopb , h~re have ~ int·c.nd r:J c;i. _I w),-11: no,t raad 
thiz>.' full :.text i but-- t ·do- ·se'c! fri the p!"oposal some interesting e:Leme.ntQ.• . · . ~me of them, 
such· as :· th~ :ne{~d· , · Hi this. c:OntE>xt, .· to · j:ll'· ,~Ve !'lt the proliferation .Qf l)Ucl~~r weapons, 
have been omittnd· cihci !'am not ·surz cwhy • . ·However.., .. on~!- · c-o\,lld .. : c;u:~gue that, th,<=<re ar·e 
others ·as.- w_?:lt·, and '" that '·it is ·not' r:1e6,1ssar..ily .somztbing _ against thf.::c-Pt:'PPC>_Sal, . but. 
I am trying-tO' find oll'(,~'what'it i's that th~C c Committe c.: in : n~got:Lat;i_ons mig!:lt . u~dt:rtake, 
and thus •f-ar, w~: ha:ve hot ·had. thOS(" sp~ci-fics. I · find it . clj_ffj;qult. to . undqrst,and why 
it is ·tha t ''i3uppor'ter:s ·6f · the <proposal ·say that o t.hers, a.r.~ aga.irtst ·· the · pr.-.:w6.ntion of 
nuclear war :b_eeaus·e -they ask qur:stions~ .::: In asking .9- ql,lestion you ;are a~~u~ed :to bt: 
agaipst ·preveititing· nucHear. wa-r•; ·,r .thinl~· the public underE?~;;tnd~ :very well that H , is 
hardly the logical case to puC. before a Committ.ee of this kind; that 5.s s1,1pposed to be 
a .ser:".fous multilci'teral negotiating bodT~ . . :; 

- .. . ' 

I;. Short I 'I : suggest tbat. ·.itL is.-. not r~ally. appropriate. to be prcs<:nt(;d; on a 
tn.l<e-it-or..:leavc•it ·, basis, · with a proposal, for an- agcmdp_ ~tcm. on . \-Jhi~h we .a.re ,,intendcd 
to negotiat~ ~seriou&ly . ; . · -: , , . ·· · ·.. , .·· ;. . . 

·, . 

l'he .. rept~.es;)ntati·v.-f; ~-of I-~al:y· .. heff _made it· c:l c~-ar ~h8.t.. th.o~~ - or· Us ln th \-~ . ·dt1lcgations 
on whose . b::lhalf h~ wan Sp8aking . ~pp~-~a~h this' matter 'in an 'open and flPxibl~ ' mar'lnt~ r. 
We have . att..:mpt~d ·. to ·nnct -~prne .Iimguage .that . ce.uld . bQ m'goUP,t~d ,, t',jlflt .. could b0 . 
r•=asonable .,to all .s:l,d 'O' S, ~~?.~ . · COUlQ crffer th "'~ p~c)spect . .fo;'. som.i: .Sei"iOUS di.:;~ctjssion on 
the pr~vention of :nuc.l ·.::ar :war, an_d thf' ?.thep-. ~a t~~-f'S w~i~~ arc associ<;~ tE' ~ Vl;i. th it. 1'1y 
d ·~ legation is ready to move , and to hc,::u' counter-idt:as; that is, ·u·ntortunat:)ly, aftc~r 

all, th::l phase in which ,the Commit.t (~e finds itself nt th r.~ moment ·: But also, as the 
representative of Italy said, it is very difficult to understand when we are 
att0mpti~g to adopt nu~ ~genda, ~~Y othe r matters cannot b~ continued. : ·-

W~ are . pr.t3pored. for .. , ser~ous ::~is~ussion. ~on .t.hi~ it~ITI : and 'ri~O ~~ifl ~pf$itge lr:t it 
faithfully. : But. we 0~pec~ . others to -be equally , s e;:pious J lnd ( quall.y_ faithfu1c And not 
to create : what appear .to b? linkages ~':". I ~ ha.te .~ to .. use: tt1e' . ~o~d ' 4ut I am ~fta1d it is 
th:a only word T can use ~ · ~Je · ar~ r~ady. t6 moV:e · forHard ciri ali· f1·onts (\~~ : : ~ill not 
~Ven ddfiue hOv1 many th :~r~ arG) arid WC WOUld Cippea1 to others to d!:> the ·sam~:. 



- - -------------------

-. Mr. SADLEIR (Australia)! Tod&\Y' I should like to address the most important of 
the O'l;itstand.i.nc ,n~ ~ssuee which have so far -i~ed agre~ment an :~ aeend~· 
Mr. Chai1'1J$.11, .& , s~rious study on the prevention _o~ nucle&r ·wa.r ~ot be -made in 
isol~1on. Iri _, l9BO the then Secretary-General of the United Nations, in a 
document ~title4 . "-Comprehensive study on nuClear weapons", put the question under -
very critical fo~. The penultimate paragraph of 'that study states that· ~ce 
requires the prevention of the d~r of nuclear war". The final 'words. of the report 
are as fOllows: 

· :"!t'he United Na~ions Charter and nuclear weapons date their existen.ce from the 
same time. The future road ~hould point to a Ml .reliance on the Chal'ter_ 
and to the elimination of all nuclear weapons." 

These conclusions, constitute a useful, widely acoepted guideline for discussion on 
how to prevent nuole_SJ:' war. 

. Before an item . on preventing nuclear war wS.s fQ~ proposed .for inclusion in 
our a,genda, the Group of 21, in its important dOOUIIIellt .CD/leo. esse!Wi.ally endors,ed 
the guideline I describe for the related work of our Committee. While we can 8ll 
agree tha.t nuclear war needs to be prevented, the Secrotar;y-General 1 s report makes 
the ~t that it is the df¥1$er- of.lll.Jclear. w.ar ; ~ch ne~s to be - p~;MftttM!•.: .- ~e 
da.nBer lies in the breakdown of the international sy'stem which was created. in the wake 
Oi'a -~·: _has been built ~p since, the Second lvorld War. - That was a War w~Ch followed 
t~ ~re~own _of ari international system. _ It was, moreo~er, a conven:ti.~" wa.r which 
ult.~ly ,brought about the use of nuclear weapon.e for thf! first and ~ _·,~11118. _ 
Since · ~· many scenarios have been- written warning us of the possible ~'l.ttb~ of 
. a thhd -vorld war: · almost ail of those scenarios look at the' lessons ot 1i:tat'or,:, .. 
the erosion of mutual trust and postulate an escalation up to the nu-Cle~ level. · 

-~- if to -reinforce the warnings ·against nuQ].ear war- and it is the _onlY 
p()sitive thing one can say on this - we have wars and --~ clashes gofng 'ori all the 
time. These are all conventional wars which, so far, have al'mys been ' held in check. 
The daJ:lBer tha~ they might lead to something else tJUSt be prevented. I leave the 
last words in these ~neral ' ~marks of tiline to the _Secretary-General of the 
United ·lations, Mr. Perez· de Cuellar, who drove the point hOme repea-tedly in this 
city, less than two weeks ago. Be told questioners at his pre~_s conference: 

-" ••• intemationa;l :: public opinion wants the two main nuclear countries · to 
start discussing nuclear disarmament. Irut I insist no le~s en the neceeeity 
of disaussing conventional disarmament. I think both problems have to be 
conSidered ••• 11 · -

and again: 

"I alWS\Y'B want to relate together the nuclear a.rms ·race and the conventional 
arms race. ·It is very e8.sy for 8ome ·countries t·o use the nuclear arms race 
as a kind of smoke-screen in order to make us f'oreet that there is · the real 
and more immediate problem of the conventional arms race. At the B&.lll9 time 
we have to remember that conventional arms are becoming more and more 
sophisticated. I wonder whether they are not much more of a threat than 
nuclear arms •••"• 
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At this.session of the Committee, three new .agenda:items have been.proposed for 
addition to our agreed 1982 agenda.- The debate on su.ch additions to the agenda 
has held up our doing any substantive work at all in a year which, by common consent, 
is a crucial one for disarmament. Western delegations, not least the Australian · 
delegation, are distressed at this check on even a start being made on some of our 
key agenda items. · · We acknowledge the ·importance of the main proposed addition and 
have put forward sever8l ideas · so that it might be included in the agenda. We 
ask something very reasonable: that the formula eventually agreed on reflect the 
essence of what I have had to s~ in the first part of this statement. In fact, 
I believe ·that this essence is common ground for all delegations, that on substance 
there is ·no reason '\-Thy we caimot reach agreement. Words can surely be found to 
cope with the different perspectives and nuances:: if it is more convenient to manage 
this as a package for other proposed additions to the agenda, then so be it. Hy 
delegation is ·ready to co-operate in the task, which I repeat should not be a· 
difficult one and should not delay us from reaching fair,· mutual agreement on OUr 
agenda.. In the meantime we should, I seriously propose, respond positively to 
the proposal 'fo.rmal.ly made tod.a\Y by the Ambassador of Italy, that the Committee start 
work .. on · que~t--ions where ·no ·. disagreement exists. 

Mr. DE. LA GORCE (France) (trans;tated from French): The French delegation 
deplores . the impasse \ote have reached on · the question of the agenda and the consequent 
h~l~ up of all our wor.k on questions ·of substance. New items were proposed for 

. our agenda: it was obvious that they would give rise to objections; tbe wise thing 
woul~ have been to adopt the old items, about which there was no problem, t ·o se~tle 
the questit;>n of the chairmen of the working groups and to re-establish the latter 
without delay. We could at the same time have cOntinued more easily to .discuss new 
proPo~als concerning the agenda. 

As it is1 we find that our Committee has today lost more than two weeks 1 actual 
working time -,- for in past years we . have adopteq the agenda and programme of work . 

.. during the second. week of the ~ession. 

It .is essentiSJ, ·now to find a wa:y out of the impasse. '·Te shall do so if we 
retum to the basic principle which should inspire all the wor~ of a negotiating 
body and seek a solution acceptable . to all. In the present case the . two sides of . 
the debate are clear: some of us · want an item on the prevention of nuclear war; 
others are perfectly prepared to agree to this form of wording appearing in our 
agenda, even though.this is a subject which, at least in my delegation's view~ ' is 
not s~rictly ,a mat:te;r. of disarmament , and is not within the competence of. our 
Committee unless its mandate is interpreted very broadly. These same delegations, 
however, maintain that the issue in question - the prevention of nuclear w8.r -
cannot be dissociated from another issue, that of the prevention of '\-Tar in general .. 
and the prevention of conventional war. We must therefore reach agreement on a 
formula.tio~ which will cover all these ideas which are all valid in that they touch 
upoii the f~tBJ. bases of security- that undiminished security which is the 
very foundation fo~ any .progress in the matter of disarmament • 

. ' .· 
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The French delegQ.tion for its part is . prepar~d to participate .fv.J,.ly .i:Q. a · .. 
discu~~~Ori o£ 'a\lb~tance'on the .. prevention .of n,.uclear . war, ,provicl~_ .. t.hat:tp.B.~ dj,srussion 
covers'' ai.so t:h~ prevention o.t; war" in general ~~ tte' ~ preven~ion," Of. co~ventional' ~ar. 

.. . .. . ... . •. - ,, .· · - -. •• .· . . . ' . .. .... ... .. :. -...t · . . " .. - .. .' . ' ~ .. 

• •. ... ,p, -:· ;. ~ ' .· . : ·· -_ • . : ' ·._ .. -___ ·:· - -.. . · . .. _.,:. ·- _·: :r·~:· ........ .. ~· - ' ·~ . .-~ :_} :.:.: · : ··. -:~.· : ~ .' - ~";_;: __ ·: ·."":. :: 
In t~th, the oa'l,lses which in any part of t ,he wo;tld could,. J.~a.d to ~--~ucl~ar "{ar 

are the . same ·as· those . wru...ch ~ouid lei3.d to war in. genEira1. _, ... The preventi.9n .of ~.nuclear 
war cann,ot'-l?e : f!,epa,rated· from the prevention,o.f_ w:~£ .. ;tn ' ge~~Pt;· _ . ~, .. ,: · , ·· ·,· .. : · · · 

~here, .is t·h~~ •. no r~·asq~ :r;r· .excludi~: one··;;f th~~e; , ~bt:i.'~r;ts ·r;r6m t;th~ ' f~~i~tion 
adopt eel . .t.'?r . the ,a~nda~ . If we. exclude the idea of war in gene~ . ~ ...... tha.~ ·-o.t _.. . . 
non-nucl~aZ., . war -- '-w:e thereby indic'ate . thci~ W:e . coilS,ld.er iha,t ~0 be. i::i.n' gb.J_e.ctiv~ . which 
does no~,; uie~.i,t .Q~r prior;lty at.t.ention, . whepea~ :j,i; j,_~. in,- ,;ta:C:t of . p~iJ!le .l.wi>o:rtci.nce and 
is preci~i.y' ~liB.t.>~·il;L he'],.p. p~vent nuclear ·J.T,ar-,: tb:e., 6\l.tbre~ . ol' 'which-'qoU):d, res\:U t 
from convenido:nal :war~ · ' .· . .. .,. . . .·.. . ' .. .. - . . .. . '·· . . ..... ' , . ., 

·:. ' , , •' ~·~ ~- ~ •. i . . .. . _ ., .::. · - : ·.1 ;,. ;,.~· .. ,; '' ~ ~ -·: ·, 

Duririg a~ ··d~~.c~s~i·ari~ so~e ·d~lega;tib.iu~ : h~~.e - m~ihi4n~4.: :t;hat 'the .J-Qrci.irig ·~ ·- < . 
origi.nally-p~opoe!ed .:... the 'p~ventiqn of .. · ~tfql.ear . vai.' .· - · . co~ere'a t}1e ·~- 'N~sti0n,s _ coilri.ected 
with the prevention of war in general. .. :J;,f._ tnat is··tl1¢ ca~e; _ \·thy not ' S.ay .~Q .·~ ·~. . . 
explicitly? · · · ' · · ·· · ' ·· · · ·· · · · · .·•' ' · · ~: •.. :. · · ·· · 

No. one qan· deny. t:hat -the pre.Y.e!lj;io!l . .- _O.fi.. n}!-~l~~E;...W~ · does not d_e~!=!!ld ....:~l1 __ the_, · . : 
prevention of :war ·itself.. .m ·fact .the d;ieciissions•proposed should : col}centrate :±n 
the first :glace on' the .·p-olitical .condi..t.i.ons :nf <ee:cu:rity: . re.apechfor.:the ' Chart~r., 
and in particular ·.reape·ct: for :the• sove.reign'ty~ of ·States·; . the non-use .. of ~:forea;·· the 
peaceful settl'ement. -~of . disputes·: and:_non ... int:erveptionand:nono.inter.f.erenca•,in the,, . 
domestic .a£fairs a£ S.tat~e. -The.:d.ocwnent circulated ·by· the Group o.fL 2l · (CD/.341L 
rightly .mentions ·these conditions., which' '&re .. eseential. ;to interna-tional se.cu.r±ty and 
thus to the prevention of war in general. . , ·-- ·· ·- · 

· These~,discussiomcought al'So· to. •deal with the. intrineic . c;ond,itiou.s o:( Lsec.u:r;ity: 
the bala.ncef! ·, Jl$C~e~ary t .o it'" bea.ring .in mi._nd-re,gioRal r,e.:i.:tu~tion~j and . .' 
confidence-building 'measures. These matters arf} -a.],._sp refeva.nt :t9 the. p;revention of 
war in general • 

.. :. .: .. ·. ( .. . . : ·~. ~- '. ~ · ' . ' . ') .~ ... :. ,;;,. :; .· 
A~ to que.stions rel,-ating ·sp~~cifi.c!Uly, to.::tl1Et p:r;\3Y.ent.:i..gn 9~ _l}.ucl~al;' - . W~+'7itselt 1 

we have , ,.~ cert~~ pm_pos~s: th~ .ne>n.~fi113jt~us.e ; of.~ nuel,a~ · weap9ns, , tAe:draf'P.:, .· 
conve1;1~ion :Qnt}:J,e: pro@-l{j;'j;ion:. of. lis,e, ·.etc_,. ; \:Je .f.l.l'e . r-e~y. to . d.:i.,:s~~~ ;t.:nese proposals, 
even though :. they ire :i.ncompa:l!ible· withth~ . -.f3ec~ity Reeds~;;ill:: one regj.on..:of ·.the , ;wo~ld, 
that .;is, i+o : sa;:f, . ~ontra::cy; '_to: the. "{ery condi:t;ipp~ ... requ,i~<;l :fo:r _ t.h,.~ .-~nt~pan.ce ·o:f ,peace. 
This mean~ - .. th~t t.llese di,s·cussio:q.~. qa.nno:t· ,:J_e@ ;to. ag:reeQ. ··C<i>P.clu~io11s, - · · .. ~ -~ · .. 

But· ·:·~he P~~it~te_~·· c'G>u:td ,~;nsid~r: other. !n~~t~r~~ c ~uch:. ~s .. ~he -c~~t;rip.ut-~qn which 
the qon~1,1qt ¥1-d .• suc_cess af cnuc],eal,:' we~po11~ · pe~'j;ia;Yions - cpuld· IP.~e 1;o_ the ,. ~' , _ . ., 
strengtl],eirl:Jilff o.~ -secur~,ty. and co~.:i..9-e!!Ce• ·, The. G~IPm.;ttq~ .. cou.l~ give_ ,~~a , y.i~:\fS on -: 
confidence~buil~:i;ng ;rnec:r..~1J.Xe~.: a.p.d gn t!l~ · p:nesmu,:t;ions j;o ,~pe t.aken ~ns.~ :_aco;i4ents-, 
both of; wl:li~:h ?-r,e ma:t_~ers ,.,ithip _the .,respol_lsi'Qili.·ty . o£ 1;he Stat,es ~i~e~t;Ly . e:oncemed. 
\ve in no way exclude the 90J1~iderB:~ion of a.BY. c~ncrete ~d _p::r;actiGaJ: me~sure.s which 
might be proposed. · 

Thus the French delegation is ready to agree to the inclusion in the agenda of 
a reference to the subject in question, but it could not accept a form of wording 
confined exclusively to the prevention of n:uclear war and disregarding the global 
character of the problem of security and peace. 
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Hr. ISSRAELYAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): 
Comrade· Chairman; today:1 s plenary meeting of the Committee was convened especially 
in, order that it might attempt to adopt a decision on the basic organizational matters 
and first and foremost on the question of the agenda for this session. The position 
of the sooialist countries has been very clearly and precisely explained by the 
distinguished Ambassador Komives. I have taken the floor only in order to add some 
brief additional comments and also to refer to the statements made by some of the 
speakers who have preceded me. 

Although the questions we are considering are called organizational, they are 
by their nature fundamentally questions of principle. On the settlement of these 
questions u1 timately depends · the entire future 1vork of the Committee and whether the 
Committee 1s .activity will be such as to meet the demands of the world community, 
the expectations of millions and millions of people, or whether it will fail to 
resolve the most vital issues of the day. Thus the crux of the matter is whether 
or not the . :Committee on Disarmament intends at its present session to consider the 
most urgent question affecting world politics - the problem of the prevention of 
nuclear war -- or whether -a certain group of States is going to continue to prevent 
that through its obstructive attitude. ' 

. -
I do not think that there is any need for me now to put forward the innumerable 

arguments in · favour of the need to include this question in the agenda us a separate 
i tern .and to set up an ad hoc 1wrking group to conduct concrete negotiations; the 
sociaJ:ist conntries and, as I understand it, the non-aligned and neutral States 
members of the Committee are firmly in favour of this. Many of my colleagues in the 
group o£ · sooialist countries and the group of non-aligned States have referred to the 
relevant documents of the United Nations General Aosembly which have stressed the need 
for the speediest possible consideration of this question; I 1-rould only add to them a 
reference to resolution 37/78 I, "Prevention of nuclear vrar", in which the 
General Assembly ex.presses its conviction that "the prevention of nuclear war and 
the reduction of the risks of nuclear 1var are matters of the highest priority arid of 
vi tal interest t o all the peoples of the world". In that s ame resolution the .. 
General Assembly called upon the Committee on Disarmament "to undertake, as a matter 
of the highest priority, negotiations vri th a vie1v to achieving agreement on 
appropriate and practical measures for the prevention of nuclear war". I should 
like to ·recall that 130 States voted for that resolution and furthermore- and 
thiff :is particularly important -- that not one State voted against it. 

·, The Soviet delegation considers that the Committee on Disarmament 1-rould not be 
fulfilling its duty to the United Nations, to the peoples of the world, if certain 
delegations -- let us be frank about it, certain sabotaging delegations - '"ere to 
deprive it o'f the possibility of discussing this priority matter and. taking the. 
necessary practical decisions on it. 

The representatives of Western countries who have spoken here have tried to 
minimize the importance of the problem ofthe prevention of nuclear' war; some 
speakers have even gone so far as virtually to place on the same footing war waged 
with nuclear weapons and 1·1ar '"aged Hith conventional types of armaments. 

The Soviet Union and other socialist countries have constantly advo.Ja.ted and 
still advocate the prevention of the use of all kinds of 1-reapons. Their attitude 
has been most clearly reflected in such well-knom1 documents as the draft world treaty 
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on the non-use of force in international relations and the proposal made by the 
socialist countries members of the Warsaw Treaty Organization to the States members 
of NATO concerning the conclusion of a treaty on the mutual renunciation of the 
use of military force and the maintenance of peaceful relations. But it is the 
question of the prevention of nuclear war, the outbreak of "rhich could lead to the 
destruction of all civilization, that is the. most urgent and pressing problem of all. 
And this problem ought t.o .. be included as a matter of priority in the agenda of our 
Committee. · 

4 fe>·T >-lords abou~ the proposals which have been made at this meeting. 
Ambassador Alessi of Italy, the co-ordinator of the group of lfestern countries, 
suggested that we should adopt today all those items on the agenda "on which there 
is no disagreement", namely, items 1 to 7. His suggestion was supported by certain 
other speakers representing Western countries and in particular by the representative 
of Japan, AmbassadQF. Imai, and the representative of Australia, .Ambassador Sadleir. 
At first sight the proposal rtight appear to be constructive. We could indeed begin 
conside:dng those questions on which there is no divergence of vie>-Ts and on which we 
can conduct r-Jncrete negotiations. But let us look at the draft agenda and consider 
the state of the negotiations on items 1 to 7. 

The first item on the agenda is the question of a nuclear test ban. \fell, the 
socialist countries are indeed ready to begin negotiations if artificial obstacles 
are not placed in the way of the fulfilment of at least two General Assembly 
resolutions, namely, resolution 37/72, which was adopted by 125 votes, and. · 
resolution 37/85, which was adopted by 115 votes, both of which urge the Committee 
to conduct negotiations >'lith a vievl to the conclusion of a treaty on the complete 
and general prohibition of nuclear->·reapon tests, on the basis of an appropriate 
mandate, and to submit the draft of such a treaty to the United Nations 
General Assembly at its thirty-eighth session. There are in fact delegations which 
believe that these resolutions do not exist and that what exists is a decision that 
the mandate given to the Ad Hoc Uorking Group on a Nuclear Test Ban in 1982 should 
be automatica.;Lly renewed for 1983. I have already referred to two resolutions adopted 

·by a.n .. overwhelming majority of States 1-iembers of the United Nations \'Those opinion is 
entirely diffe:;rent from that of these delegations, and for my part I would like to 
put the following question to them: where and in vrhat document is there a decision 
stating that iast year's mandate should be maintained this year? 

Let us now look at the second item on the agenda. The same group of States 
which are now opposing the inclusion in the agenda·of a separate item on the 
prevention of nuclear vrar have already, as,you know, for five years - from 
1979 to 1983 -- prevented the conduct of negotiations on nuclear disarmament and 
the cessation of the nuclear arms race. 

Now for the third item on the agenda -- effective international arrangements to 
assure non-nuclear-weapon Sta~es against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. 
I think the best person to speak about this item would be Ambassador Ahmad of 
Pakistan who could give you the reasons for the complete absence of any progress, 
for the deadlock, in fact, in the negotiations on this question. 
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Let us go on to acenda item 4 -- the prohibition of chemical weapons. It might 
appear that it i·muld be possible to resume Hithout any delay the negotiations on this 
question which \·Jere successfully conducted last year and at the beginnin~ of this 
year under the chairmanship of the Ambassador of Polan~, Comrade Sujka. · But here 
again difficulties have arisen because ' of the ultimatum issued to the delegations 
of the socialist States. Attempts have been made virtually to exclude the group 
of nocialist countrie s from participation in the decisions on the chairmanships 
of the "Jorking &roups. Furthermore, Hith respect to some vorking groups it has 
been proposed that the principle of rotation should be adopted, i·rhile vrith respect 
to others it has been suggested that vre keep to the same distribu~.ion of :posts of 
chairmen as in 1982. As a result of this approach the group of socialist countries 
could find 'itself entirely deprived of a post as chairman. As CoLU'adE; Komives, the 
Ambassador of Hungary, has a gain confirmed t oday, the position ·of the socialist 
COUntries is flexible: \ ·Te are · prepared to Cl.t::,"T88 either to a system ·~f rotation or 
to the maintenance of the distribution of posts of chairLJen vrhich uas in force last 
year. But whatever the decision, it must apply to ai], the working groups. He 
are not proposing dishonest deals to a..'1yone and He ourselves shall not 3t0Tee to any. 
lie shall not perL1it infringements of the interests of the socialist countries. 

In the negotiations on the fifth i tern of the agenda -- neu types of vreapons of .. 
mass destruction and nevi systems of such veapons; radiological vJeapons - there is 
a deadlock. The activity of the \:forking Group under the guidance of 
Ambassador Hegener of the Federal Republic of Germany, in spite of his energy and 
dynamism, is paralysed because of irreconcilable contradictions between the positions 
of certain participants. 

Item 6 -- comprehensive prograr:1me of disarmament. All delegations v1ere in 
favour of the re-establishment of the \forking Group under the leadership of 
Ambassador Garcia Robles of Hexico, and it has begun. its uork. 

And lastly, there is a,zenda item 7, the prevention of an a.rms race in outer 
space. The majority of del egations are truly ready, as they have been ,in the past, 
to undertake practical negotiations on this ·question; but last year one delegation 
prevented the adoption of a decis ion to set up a i'la rking group on it. · If the 
position of that delegation has cha:1ged, Fe can only uelcome the fact. 

In vieH of the actual situation >-rhich exists as regardo the course of the 
negotiations on items' 1 t o 7, I t hink that i·re ought firs t of all to agree on the 
agenda and programme of ivork, which uould itself create a favourable basis for the 
consideration of the substance of issues.; Consultations on other organizational 
matters could, I believr; , cso on at t he sar.le time. In fact I think that the Chairman 
of the Committee has been conduct inc ~mch consultations. 

Inv'Jnclusion, I should like to stress that the group of socialist countries 
vrill not cause any difficulties as regards findin13; mutually acceptable solutions. 
l.Je ·therefore call upon all delecations to adopt a constructive attituG.e, not in v10rds 
but in deeds. Everyone is perf ectly "~ilell a\vare of the reason for the lack of 
progress i n our ·uork. Le t us try t'o solve these problerni'l :Lor the salce of our work, 
so that He r.1ay becin a s soon as possibl e concret e negotiations on the questions of the 
liGitation of the arms race and disarEiament, vlhich are the tasks of the Cornittee 
on Disarmament . 
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Mr~ KONIK (Poland): Let me join the otheJ:. distf.n8uished spe~ers- in this 
intl)res ting exchange of views • I shall be very brief. . .. 

~. 3 . 

The distinguished Ambassador Komi ves has already expressed ~n behalf of the 
group of socialist countries their views on the most important organizational matters 
of this Committee at the beginning of its 1983 session. Also, Ambassador Issraelyan 
has just, with great eloquence, pronounced himself in fact on_, _those Ulatters. The 

·, Polish delegation fully shares these views. Indeed, we are disappointed and 
· , .. concerned by .the fact that although one IOOnth of this session iis,Atlready over, we 

ha-ve not managed . even to adopt the agenda and the progr8111D~ :of work. Without . 
repeating what has already been said today on this subjec.tl+ I ; :w;ciuld like only to · , 
state that the attempts to impose on or dictate to the delega.:tions of the' group of 

.- socialist countries some6ne's approach or ready-made solu.tions on organizational 
matters · cannot but impede, if not make impossible, finding ade.quate, agreed solutions. 
My delegation considers such attempts incompatible with geriera·lly accepted practices 
in the ·international negotiating forums, including this Committee~ 

The Polish delegation is. of · the opinion that the chairu1ansh1ps of . the working 
groups should be agreed on in a spirit of understanding. between:. ·all regional· groups 
and all interested delegations. In the prevailing circumstances· we could concentrate 
our efforts on those. working groups which promise to yield tangible results at the 
earliest possible time. · 

Furthenoore, rr.ry delegation wishes to reiterate its position that the agen.da of 
the 1983 session would ·be incomplete if the item concerning the prevention of nuclear 
war were not included.. We realize that the refusal of certain delegations to 
include three additional items on the agenda, and particularly item 8, as mentioned 
above, is the main reason for the stagnation of this CoJIIIli.ttee's activities. We · 
do hOpe that this stagnation is only a temporary phenomenon.- For nobody should be 
misled: the ov~'l'Whelming majority of the members of this Committee, all except a 
handful of delega.tions, would be ready to include, discuss arid negotiate in a 
working group, as a separate item of the agenda, the problem of preventing nuclear 
wart in full accordance with the Committee's basic fUnction and numerous resolutions 
of the United Nations General Assembly, including fervent appeals made at its two 
special sessions devoted to disarmament. 

My delegation will have the opportunity to speak in the near future specifically 
and in greater detail on the item "Prevention of nuclear war"• . I wish, however, 
to emphasize · already this afternoon that the geographical position of my coqntry in 
Europe gives rr.ry delegation a special authorization to speak:· out , ~d .in ::very clear 
terms about the nuclear danger. and on ways and means· of averting ~:t. To inolude' such 
an item on the agenda of this forum of multilateral cUsarmament negotiations is for. 
my delegation, the delegation of a non-nuclear-weapon State, a question of principle. 

In concluding these remarks I would like to thank you very much, Comrade Chairman, 
for your untiring efforts in . trying to make ·this Committee agree on i 'be agenda and 
programme of work. Let me state that rr.ry delegation has fully appreciated all your 
endeavours leading to the earliest resumption by the Committee on Disarmament of its 
full-scale activities. I am convinced that you, both as the Chairman of the Committee 
in the mnth of February, and as a member of the group of socialist countries, have 
made an enormua effort which will bear fruits in the very near future. 
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Mr. HERDER (German Democratic Republic): My delegation fully subscribes to 
what was said by otir co-ordinator, Ambassador Komives of Hurlg~ry, about ·our · 
assessment of the results of our deliberations on organizational matters and about 
the reasons which, in our view, have led to the tmpleasant situation in the Committee. 
We regret ·deeply that we have been unable up to now to agree even on an agenda for 
our work. · 

The course of our debate during the past four weeks on the agenda and on other 
organizational matters reflects the present complicated international situation. The 
overwhel.miiig majority of ·st~t~s members of the Committee on Disarmament have expressed, . 
their concern over· the prevail~ international condi tiona and called for urgent . · 

. - --· 4 ' ~ .. 

measures to make 1983 the . deq~sive year in the struggle for disarmament. In close 
connection with thi~, Warsaw .. 'f~eaty member States submitted in their recent 
Prague D.eclaration a realistic programme aiming at the solution of the most burning 

, international issues of war and peace. Submitting concrete proposals, my country .has 
underlined its readiness to contribute to the implementation of this programme. 

Guided by these considerations, my delegation actively supported the proposal 
of the Group o:f 21 to include an item, "Prevention of nuclear war", in the agenda of 
the Committee on Disarmament and to set up a corresponding working group. 

It is high time that this Committee, as the single multilateral disarmament 
negotiating forum started in an organized manner the serious consideration of 
measures to. prevent nuclear war. This would be in line with the Fi~l Document 
of the . ~:i.Fst special session of the .General Assembly devoted to disarinament where 
all States members of. the Committee subscribed to the pririciple that all States, and 
in particu.lar ,the nuclear-weapon States, should consider various proposals to secure 
the avoidance -of the use of nuclear weapol;ls and the prevention of nuclear war. This 
importal:lt 'commitment was underlined by many States ,at the second special session on 
disarmame~t and at the thirty-seventh session of the United Nations Gener~l Assembly. 
The Germa:n· Deoocratib Repub],.ic, to mention one example, introduced r~s¢],.ut!on 37/78 J 
on the no~first-use of . nuclear . w.eapons and co-sponsored resolution 37/78 I which . 
requested- the Colnmi ttee to undertake• ·as a matter of the highest priority, nego tia tio~ 
with a view to achieving agreement on appropriate and practical measures for the . . 
prevention of nuclear war. · 

It is a matter of deep concern, however, that in clear contra!liction to the 
above-:.me{l~i9ned documents, especially the Final .Document of the first special session, 
consensus -on . an item on the prev.ention of nuclear war has been blocked by some. 
Western States • . Considering this approach, it is very difficult: for uf;l to believe 
in th,e declaratiOns ~de before the Committee some time ali9 .by .· higp-ranJdng · 
politicians coming from those countries. After all; if nuc.lear .war is ·recognized by 
a.ll. sides as the most dangerous threat to the survival of m<;lnkiiid, why should measures 
to avert it not be discussed in this Committee on a priority basis? 

My. delegation will also in fu -ture support all initiatives ai.Iiled at giving the 
Committee on Disa1'IIl8ment a negotiating role in this x-espect. We will carefully 
explore all 90mpromise proposals to achieve this end. 
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In my statement on 8 February as well as in document CD/344 our reasons 
for the propo~l to include the prohibition of the nuclear neU.tron . w~apon as a 
separate i t8111 in the agenda were explained in detail. In a spirit 'o£ · _ · · 
accoDDOOdation and flexibility, my delegation has declared its readiness ·, tci a·gree 
tO a solution ~ithin the framework of agenda item 2. Likewise, we have declared 
our willingness to support consideration of ensuring· the safe development of 
nucle_ar enere;y (proposed agenda item 10) in connection with item 5. . , , . 

In our rec.ent debate the Committee was asked to link the prevention of nuclear 
and conventional war. Within .the framework of the Committee's decalogue there are 
certainly possibilities . to consider the subject of conventional _ war in dgpth. 
~eve::r,.l deleptions referred to the proposal by the Warsaw ~eaty member States, 
con~d in their Prague Decla~ation of 5 January 1983, on ,the conclusion of a 
treaty on the DUtual renunciation of the use of military force and the maintenance 
of peac.~ful relations. Tliey enlphasized that it merits serious eXamna,tion. 
Conaequep:tly, noi;hing would stand in the way of considering it in the CoDini ttee in 
a suitabl_e framework. But at the same time we . do not see any benefit in diluting 
such a priority Problem like the Prevention of Nuclear War with the preblem of the 
prevention of war · j,n general. The question also arises, in our view, what would be 
the use of . an agenda - of an annotated agenda - which simply leaves out the 
crucial issue of the prevention of nuclear war Would we simply leave it aside and 
go ~n : and do .business as usual? If the agenda of this multilateral negotiating body 
is to ·be me8ningfu1, it has to provide a clear possibility to negOtiate on such a 
priority. item as measures to~ the prevention of nuclear war~ · 

In conqlusion, Comrade Chairman, allow me to express also my delegation's 
great apprec~ation for your energetic and purposeful efforts to organize our 
Committee's wrk under these .difficult . condi tiona. We join the appeal addressed 
to all delegatl,.ons to demonstrate poli~ical will and to act in a spirit of compromise 
in order to advance our Committee's work during the next month. 

Mr. DON N4NJIRA (Kenya): Ambassador Wabuge has already left for the 
seventh summit meeting of the non-aligned countries in New Delhi on whose agenda the 
issue of disarmament and in particular the prevention of nuclear war figure 
prominently. Let me assure you of this, Mr. Chairman, that document CD/341 on the 
prevention of nuclear war is right now on the table of the summit meeting. 

on this last day of the first month of the first part of the session of the 
Committee on Disarmament under · your chairmanship, permit me to say a few words in 
my capacity as co-ord~ tor of the Group of 21 for February .and as a member of the 
Kenya delegation. 

The Group of 21, both collectively and by individual delegations, as well as the 
other delegatioris which have spoken in support of the inclusion on the Cotmnittee' s 
agenda of th~ prevent'i~n of nuclear war as a sepa:rate item, with a working group . 
and appropriate mandate, have given reasons for such inclusion to which my delegation 
fully subscribes. The prevention of nuclear war is an item accorded the highest 
priority in the Final Document of the first special session of the Genera,l Assembly 
devoted to disarmament,- which is the guiding document of this Committee. ' , All the 
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countries-- represented herein 'have accepted, without any reservation whatsoever, the 
simple fact that not only do nuclear weapOns pose the ·greatest danger ~to mankind 
and to the survival of. civilization itself; ;but irideed that the. danger of war ·· 
involving -nuclear weapons must be ave:rted; ·and that ' in this undertaking ·the nuclear-
weapon States have a special responaibili ty. · 

Secondly, the question of the prevention of nuclear war has not at all sprung 
up fu'rl-blown merely during this month or this session of the Committee on 
Disai'manient. ·' The majority of the in·terna tional commu.ni ty, including those which 
form the· Group of '21', have wanted and indeed insisted that the world community gives 
serious, earnest, tirgent · and substantive discussion to the subject of the prevention 
of nuclear 'War. ·Only a few States, most regrettably, have not be'en willing to engage 
in sU:chnegotiations but have instead wanted to merely debate this most urgent and 
pressing issue in te:tms of generalities. Obviously; all negotiations ·must : take into 
consideration the vital security interests of all parties concerned. ·Problems arise, 
however, 'When and · where one party may be willing to present its ·case or position ·· · 
exhaustively whereas the other party is not willing to do so. Irr· such a :Circumstance, 
progress in· n~go·tiations is bound to alo\·1 down and even to be lacking• We ·need · 
to overcome this problem in· the Committee, especially on the question of· the 
prevention of nuclear war. 

. . . . . . . ' . 
... : '· ~ . ' · 

Thirdly, theGroup of 21, following the failure of the second speci{;ll session 
on disarmament and bearing in ·mind. the rapidly and continuously. deteriorating 
international political situation, have very rightly and properly decided that it 
is high 'time ..:..,.. that indeed time is long overdue. -- that the Committee gave the 
issue of the prevention' of nuclear war the treatment. and - the ~minerit - pl~Ge ;i.t 
deserves anEf -should occupy on the agenda of the Colllilii't'tee·. on Disarmament. 
Furthi:irmore, the prevention of nuclear war would undoubtedly obviate the total 'and 
absolute destruction o.f mankind. Hence the talk about nuclear war, the danger .of 
which is posed by the existence of nuclear weapons and the possibility of their use 
in war, is of, great and, grave concern to all, and I und~rscore the wor(/. all, and 
no t . jus;t to :th~ · nuclear.-weapori· States a lone. The. very fact that · every.body : arid every 
nation woul:d be.-"eras ed Tr om the fa c,e of the ~a:rth me.ans that the e!Cistence of 
nuclear ~~eapo.p::; has ~ .· close· bea:JT;Lrig on. the vital security interests of. all natio;ns 
and their p,eople~. This . in · tux'n' necessi ia tes' recognition by all of the existence 
of a process of collective security in \<lhich all . States , nuclear-weapon and 
non-nuc1ear-weapon, belligerent and non-belligerent alike, have a duty and 
correspqnding right to participate in and contribute to the process "of disarmament. 
This i s why the Group of 21, iri. their customary objective, impartial and serious · 
approach to the work of the Committee on Disarmament, have submitted a t this 
session of the Committee on Disarmament a most balanced and precise working paper 

-contained in document CD/341, entitled "Prevention of nuclear war". It is not 
merely .,;_ q1.1est:Lon of prfnciple. It is a question of survival ox' annihi,lation;. 
Document CD/:~4~1 offers, under the circumstances, the best approach to, and treatment 
of;, the i s sue .w.i,;thin this Committee. vie have repea~edlyasked f or constructive · . 
views on our .proposal. One group wi thin this Committee still owes u s an exhaustive 
reaction to tl1e Group of 21 1 s proposal. Unfortunately, it is s till unclear to t he · · 
majority of tJ.S where that group stands on the issu,e • . Clearly , mere refterations of 
a past position which has been rejected by the majority of the Conim:lttee Is members 
will not help in the narrowing of the differences. We would like to know whether 
there are any truly alternat ive proposals which we can discuss. 

A!=l vnn lrrtnw . M-r . r.h;d-rm:=m • .qnn t hi!=: i s noteworthv. m.qnv dele.!!'ations . includi n.g-
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respective Governments', as they have repeatedly stated, not to accept or adopt an 
agenda for the Committee · in 1983 which will not, at least in one way Ol!' another, , 
include; !XP~essis verbis, prevention of nuclear war as an identifiable item and 
with a separate working group and sui table mandate to deal with this l!K>st urgent 
issue before mankind today. As for the other items for discussion by 'the Committee, 
including the chairmanships of ~d ~ppropriate ~dates for working groups, the 
position of the Group of 21 bas alr~ady been articulated in this Committee many times. 
I will not, therefore, discuss them in my .current intervention. We have a duty to 
prevent confrontation here as elsewhere. We have a duty to implement the provisions 
of the United . Na tiona. Charte;r, and of the numerous decisions and resolu tiona of the 
United Natigns Genex:al;-Assembly, .as well· as of· the Final Document of. the 
first SJ>ecia.l sess~on. We ha~e a duty to negotf~te within this Committee in good 
faith arid with the necessary commitmerit and determination to achieve the over-all 
objective enshrined in the Final Document. If we all have this as our ultimate 
goal, and we are serious about it, · then we shOuld accept the argument that the 
prevention of nuclear war will facilitate and lead to nuclear disarmament and the 
c~esation of the nuclear arms race, as well as conventional disarmament on a world-wide 
scale. And hence the need to accord · an identifiable and separate status to the · 
issue of the prevention of nuclear war. · .. 

I hope that agreement can be reached soon on this critical and fUndamental issue. 
For our part w~ in the Group of 21 have shown considerable flexibility and we. regret 
very much that despite our willingness to discuss the issue substantively, s<?~e 
delegations he.re have not been forthcoming, with the result that some conclusions 
are already being drawn: anybody who prevents the Committee from disruss.:i,ng the 
prevention of nuclear war is for ~uclear ~ar! If this is true, then· we want td be 
told iri unambiguous terms. 

Mr .. Chairman, l would be failing in my duty as co-ordinator of the Group of 21 
for this mzfth .if I · d·id not ·eXpress our genuine thanks to you for the lea.dership . 
you have provided to the Committee in the course of this month. Yours has been an 
impossible job, but nevertheless you have done it with 'great patience, dedication 
and coherence, and we appre0iate this very much. 

Finally, Sir, but not least, permit me to express the deep and sincere 
gratitude of. the Kenya delegation to the Group of 21 for the co-operation and total 
trust Which they have placed in my delegation while we have served as Chairman · 
of··: t:b:e Group. · 

Mi:. OuL-ROUIS (Algeria) (translated from French): . My delegation associates 
itself with other delegations which have taken the floor in order to deplore the lack 
of progress in our work which rightly led you, to conven~ this meeting to consider 
organizational matters for the session. I should like at once to say that the 
Algerian delegation has no difficulty in agreeing to the agenda as it is set forth 
in Working Paper No. 79, which contains three new items. 

Without wishing to take sides in the controversy on· the nature of neutron 
weapons, the Algerian delegation has no objection to the inclusion of the question 
of the prohibition of such weapons in our agenda becau~e it is its principle ·to 
support any proposal for multilateral negotiations on nuclear weapons. 

As regards the proposed item 10, again ·my delegatiol'l: has no basic objection to 
the inclusion in .the agenda of an item on ensuring the safe development of nuclear 
.,..,....,..,..,.. .... 1-l-'h,_.,,..h ;-1- ,,,~,1~ 1;lro +.n 1rnnt.J TIYIT'P. ~hnnt thP. rP.Al'lOnl'l nrotnntine:. this· 
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I shoul,d, how~ver, like to make some comments on the item on the prevention 
of nuclear .,war' which :is listed as item ,8 in ·-the draft agenda. 

··~ ' . ' . 
::·' 1' 

Everyone· today ~grees on the existence of .· the danger of a nuclear war and the 
need to avert the risk of a nuclear holocaust. : .. :' .. 

. Un:fortuootely," · this dual recognition has not yet made it possible to begin 
the . ne~tiation of qpp;-opriate measures tO av13rt, if not eliminl!lte, the danger of 
nuclear >war. · 

Almost five year1:3 ago the General Asse~bly, meeting in its first special session · 
devoted . to ·di$ariJl@lent, stressed --the dapger of nuclearwar,and urged i;;he need to 
take ~easures to prevent it. Th111 d.esi~e . of the international oommuni ty to avert the 
risk of a nuclear war wa·s reflected ;in _particular in the high priority attached . to ·· 
the prevention of puclear :.war in th13. Programme of A?tiori adopted at that time. 

'l'h.us the e·~imination of the danger of nuclear \'lar was. considered as the 
immediate go9l, the most urgent .and pressing task. All States, and in particular the 
nuclear-weapOn States, were invited. ~o consider ·various proposals ~esi8lled to ensure 
the non-resort to nuclear weapons and the prevention of nuclear war. · 

If theprevention of nuclear war was considered, rightly moreover, an Urgent 
task in -197ey, w~ ought all to agree that its urgency is_ even greater tod~y. 

It is . in fa9t undeniable that certain factors which have appeared since the 
adoption of . the -Final Document in 1978 combine to reduce still furt~r - the distance 
between the poss ~ bili ty of the outbreak ~ f a nuclear war an~ its ac-tual occurrence .• 

There is first of all; of course, the acceleration of the nuclearar:tPS race 
which, fo13.tered by the _ continuous contribution of scientific innovations; has. 
undergone .a significant qualitative development in recent years as a result of 
achievements in . the realm of miniaturization. 

There is, secondly, the dangerous development of nuclear strategies based on 
the illusion of the possibility of waging a limited ?uclear war. 

There is, too, the deterioration in the international political climate brought 
about by the suspicion inherent in a system of security based. on the threat of 
reciprocal destruction and the logic of perpetual efforts to gain military superiority. 

These factors, among others, combine to increase the risk of ntlClear war by 
lowerillg still further the nuclea-r threshol.q and at the same time increasing the 
temptatiOn to resort to nuclear ·weapons. It is. thus ·mbre urgent than ever · to· seek 
together to find ways of reducing the threat of nuclear war, 

It is on the basis of this imperative need that the Group of 21, of which my 
delegaticm is a member, proposed the inclusion in the agenda of the Committee on 
Disarmam~nt for 1983 of an item on the prevention of nuclear war and the setting up of 
an ad hoc working group to undertake negotiations on appropriate and practical 
measures with a view to the prevention of a nuclear \-tar. 

In stressing the urgency of the need ~ negotiate measures for the prevention 
of nucle~r war my delegation has no intention whatever of legitimizing war conducted by 
conventional means-• . Indeed, if there ·is . a geographical area where conventional 
,_,.,...,-r.,. ... o -.....,., <><>•·•-oor1 ... "'"~"'"'"' "';,...""' +'ho o,...,-1 l"lf' +'ho ~o;-.1"\,..,r'l 'WI"I-rlr'l 'Wl'l-r i .t. il'l r.P.rt~inlv that 
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It is simply a .matter of a priority. which seemed obvious to. us and .which is based 
primaril7 on the difference .in kind between . n.uclear ~ and conventio~l var. 

Because of its devastating consequences and the threat it constitutes to the 
very survival of mankind, nuclear war cannot be compared with conventional war. 

FurtheriOOre, we are convinced that any attempt to place the prevention of nuclear 
war iri the much broader framework of the prevention of war in general and the 
non-resort to force, apart from being dangerous because it contuses nuclear weapons 
and conventional weapons, at the same time constitutes a dilution of the principle e.-and 
priori ties set forth in the 1978 Programme of Action. Need I remind you that the only 
posi tiv~ resu.l t of the second special session of the 'General Assembly devoted to · 
disariD8ment was precisely an undertaking by all States to respect those priori ties? 

As the sole multilateral disarmament negotiating body, the CoDIIli.ttee on 
Disamament is indisputably the place for the conduct of negotiations on the 
prevention of nuclear war. 

The prevention of nuclear war is in fact eminently a multilateral issue. · .. The '' 
nuclear-wellJ?On States certainly have a special. .responsibility iri the adoption of 
measures desiSJ.ed to prevent the outbreak of nuclear war. However, this respoMibility 
C8IlllClt be exclusive, for the prevention of war does not . concern the security of 
those States alone. Because of i t .s devastating effects for bel.ligerEmts and non
belllgej:ents alike, nuclear war threatens the very survival of mankind. Tlms each 
State has both the du·ty and the right to participate in the neeotiations on the 
prevention of nuclear war. 

In his statement to the Coii!Iliittee on Disarmament of 15 February, the 
United Nations Secretary~eral stressed the role which the ·comridttee ori Disarmament 
should play in the prevention of nuclear war when he said: "I see no other body at 
present where a balanced and representative membership may engage in a thorou8h 
discussion o£ that mst important question". · 

In including the question of the prevention of mclear war in its agenda, the 
Committee on Disarmament would be implementing resolutions 37/78 ·r adopted by the 
General ·Assembly at its last session by 1:30 votes in favour and none against, in 
which it requested the Committee ·on Disarmament to undertake, as a matter of the 
highest priority, negotiations with a view to achieving agreement on appropriate and 
practical measures for the prevention of nuclear war. 

T.his sole multilateral disarmament negotiating body would at the same time be 
responding ·to the demands of our peoples and helping to reduce the fear of a nuclear 
holocaust. · 

We are convinced that the total elimination of the danger of nuclear war is 
linked with nuclear disarmament. But does that mean that we DJ.lst wait until nuclear. 
disarmament, which of course we want with all our hearts, has taken place? Certainly 
not. It is our duty as members of the Conuni. ttee on Disarmament and morally collectively 
responsible to the entire international community to deal with the question of the 
prevention of nuclear war in a manner conunensurate with its urgency and high 
priority, 
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Mr. WEGENER (Feder13,l Republic of Gerr,nany): The position of my .delegation has 
been most eloquently reflected in the' statement read out earlier by the distinguished 
Ambassador of Italy. In the first place, IJJ.y delegation fully supports his proposal 
to start work wh~re we. can start • .. It ht,J.s been pointed out to us that all om.': 
agenda p~ints, even those on \vhich there is no immediate controversy, are beset with 
di.ff:i,cul ties - one :more reason, Mr. Chairman, to decide swiftly to commence work on 
these itenis and _to devote our full energy to the solution of the problems which have . 
been sp. vividly described •. 

. Secondly, in the statement bY: the Italia,n Ambassador, I found an immense. 
constructive spirit concerning the. proposed agenda item on the prevention of 
nucl~ar war. F],exibili ty and a constrtw~ive approach ;... these ,q,.re qqa.li ties which 
my delegation also attempted to bring to bear on this subject which it has very muCh 
at heart; and I hope that we have proved th,i.s on earlier occasions which I do. not 
wish to recall in every detail. · 

If I strip the statements which I have heard this afternoon of some gra tui tou·s 
polemi,cs, ~orne all too obvious tactical manoeuvring and even some misrepresentations 
of fact, I am still gratified ~ gi!atified ~bout the exceptionally broad stipport 
wh=i:ch the topic of t:ge prevent~ on of war. has found among us. There iS . n9 delegation 
which is again~t an agenda item or part of an agenda ite~ reflecting the· heed to 
prevent nuclear war; for some, in its pure fo~ prevention of nucleel:r war~, for some 
with an added element emphasizing- the context. But \-!hat we should IfOW stress. is that 
all delegations agree, for . the first time; that the prevention of war is an important 
subject which should be dealt with by the Committee on Disarmame~t, and that is an 
important and meaningful step. vie also have, beyond the diffim.ll ties in detail, an 
agreement on a large degree of substance and I hope that the heat of battle does :not 
beclo1,1d this partial, positive result. It is the_belief of my delegation that there 
is now: potential for a consensus that goes even wider. If ·we have not come to .see· · 
that potential fully, there are some regrets \-lhich I have to voice. ,In the firs~ 
place, our debate has been too ritual; it could have been more fertiie in terms. 
And secondly, we have probably not found the appropriate format for working out 
consensus ,fornrula tiona, in a spirit of community of purpose. My delegation would 
therefore like to C--':1.11 for a new effort, in the appropriate format; for some 
intensive drafting work on .a _formula vthich could win our. joint support. .The urgenc;;i, 
of the topic calls for an early commencement of .. substantive ·work in this area as in . · 
others, beyond ·the semantic niceties of this or that labelling. · 

In earlier statements, in various forwms, my delegation has pointed to two 
condi tiona which should be met when \'le fol'I!llllate an agenda item on the prevention of 
nuclear war. Firstly, the broader context of war prevention must not be lost. I 
want to say in earnest that this does not in the slightest degree mean the down-scaling 
of the significance of the prevention of nuclear war. It is, rather, stressing the · 
necessary interd.epE!ndence with other forms of armed conflict. The distinguifihed 
delegate of Ind:ia only a short time ago reminded us that "Nuclear war is not less 
terrifying because conventional wa!'s are also terrifying." Both are, and 'l?oth hav.e 
therefore to · be prevented. 

The formula designed to stress and to bring out this context which .• was 
proposed by the Italian delegation a few days ago and to which my delegation has 
subscribed, appears sui table. But I would make it quite clear that other formulas 
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might be equally suitable and that we are ready to explore them. The second 
condition· which my delegation saw at a certain point was that we should have some 
clearer grasp of the scope of the work under nn item on the prevention· of nuclear 
war. We believe that the le.J;'gest prospect for progress and an eventual consensus 
outcome would lie beneath th~ (!.octrinallevel, and this is why we thought there was 
a great appeal in the fol'2IIQ.la · "appropriate and practical measures". Certainly, 
we would also be prepared to debate the subject in all its broader aspects. A 
long list of topics comes to mind which could be discussed under this it.em. Some 
were contained in a paper in which my delegation submitted at the second special 
session jointly with two other delegations. The list is in fact longer-. We find 
that it is possible to propose an integrated package of measures that would make 
war less likely. I anticipate that my delegation will make an early contribut.ion 
to tile organization of our work on a future item on war prevention. . We are 
prepared to provide a conceptual input, once a working fonnat has evolved, a working 
format which, in the first stage, would have to be of an appropriately info:qnal 
character. 

..'i. 

:t-ir. CARASALEs · (Argentina) (translated from Spanish): In recent weeks this 
Committee has held many informal meetings to discuss the adoption of its agenda 
for this session and in particular the inclusion in the agenda of a separate item 
entitled ~'Prevention of nuclear war", as proposed by the Group of 21. 

The Argentine delegation has already ~de known its views on a number of 
occasions but since the Committee is today h9lding a formal meeting on the subject 
I consider it necessary, even at the riSk of repetition, to set forth, albeit . 
briefly, the reasoning underlying its attitude in this matter, and I am referring 
particularly to the prevention of nuclear \o~ar. 

· As I have ~aid more than once, and it is a simple matter of fact, a new 
epoch in the history of mankind opened in 1945 with the inauguration of the nu.cloar·-
era and the explosion of the first atomic bomb. From the very beginning this fact 
has justifiably aroused the concern of the entire international community, a 
concern which has become greater with the passage of time as nuclear arsenals 
have constantly grown in numbers, power and sophistication. We have all been 
aware in recent years,- either directly or through reports, of the huge 
demonstrations whose main theme - I think it is bot too much to say - has been 
a preoccupation with the possibility of the outbreak of a nuclear war. I 
believe that that is the case and that world public opinion has been mobilized 
as never before in history by this specific preoccupation: the possibility of 
the outbl'eak of nuclear war, and that this concern is gro\'iing in all sectors of 
the international community and in all parts of the world. · 

At the time of the first special session of the General Assembly devoted 
to disarmament this concern was certainly not unknown, and if we look quickly 
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through the most important product of that first special session, namely, the 
Final Document, we see that concern for the danger of a nuclear war and the use or 
the thr~at of use of nuclear weapons permeates the entire text of the document. 
There is no need for me to quote any particular paragraphs: n mere reading of the 
document is enough to show that this theme is regarded in the Final Document as 
the matter of the most urgent priority, and that in certain paragraphs it 
specifically_ mentions the need to adopt all possible measures, as a matter of 
priority, in order to prevent the outbreak of nuclear war. 

The years passed and in 1981 the General Assembly adopted resolution 36/81 B, 
in which it urged all States Members of the United Nations, and in particular the 
nuclear-weapon States, to submit for consideration at the second special session 
of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament their views, proposals and practical 
suggestions for ensuring the prevention of nuclear war. I should like to recall 
in passing, as evidence of the interest my country has taken in this question, 
that it was the Argentine delegation which had the honour of submitting, on 
behalf of all its sponsors, the draft resolution which subsequently be~e 
resolution 36/81 B, a resolution which, moreover, as has already been mentioned 
today, was adopted b.y consensus. 

Everyone will remember that the subject of the prevention of nuclear war 
was one of the few items which were discussed with some degree of thoroughness at 
the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, and 
this is to some extent reflected in the very modest document which emerged from 
that international meeting. But as you all knm.,, no agreement was. reached, and 
it was for that reason that ~he General Assembly at its last session adopted 
resolution 37/78 I, the text of which I shall not quote because it is only too · 
well known. The Argentine delegation again had the honour of presenting the 
draft of this resolution on behalf of its sponsors, a draft v;hich, as has also been 
mentione_d, received the favourable votes of 130 States Members of the 
United Nations and the contrary votes of none. 

It was with a view to carrying out the recommendation made in that resolution 
that the Group of 21 submitted the document now before the Committee, namely, 
document CD/341. My delegation, as a member of the Group of 21, collaborated in 
the drafting of that document and subscribes entirely to all its paragraphs. 
This document proposes the inclusion of a special item in our agenda and the 
setting up of a working group to conduct negotiations in this connection. It is 
on this proposal that the greater part of the disagreements and consultations 
of these last weeks have concentrated. The principal, if not the only objection 
which has been voiced in connection with this proposal of the Group of 21 is that 
this subject cannot be considered in isolation. It is hardly necessary to say 
that this is perfectly true, not only of the prevention of nuclear \-:ar but also 
of all the other i terns on our Commi, t .tee 1 s agenda. Can we talk about nuclear 
disarmament or the cessation of the nuclear arms race in isolation? -- about 
chemical weapons in isolation? -- about r adiological weapons in isola tion? -- about 
the prevention of an arms race in outer spa ce in isolation? Certainly not, but 
this has not made it impossible to put specific items on these questions on our 
agenda. 
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It has been argued that nuclear wa1.· cannot be conaidei·od separately fr6m 
the prevention of war in general - of all wars - and from questions of the 
maintenance of peace. If this linE;) of reaso.ning were adopted, it would make 
the . task of the Committee on D:Lsarmament as broad as that o:t: the United Nations 
Genelil Assembly itself~ But no one has said, at least as far as my delegation 
has heard, that the Committee on Disarmament is not .competent to deal with the 
specific subject of the, prevention of nuclear war. No one has said that the 
subject is not important. Until this afternoon, no one declared that he did 
not ktiow exactly what was meant by the prevention of nuclear war or that en:y. 
questions needed to be answered before a decision could be·taken on whether or 
not the item should be included in the agenda of the Committee on Disarmament • 

. I should like to repeat that what the world communi~ is concerned about 
is precisely nuclear war. The outbreak of nuclear war would mean .the annihilation 
of life on this planet, a holocaust which would threaten the ver:t survival of 
the human race on earth, and it is for this ver,y simple and clear reason that 
the international community and all the peoples of the world are concerned 
specifically about the possibility of a nuclear war. Thus it seems to my 
delegation that this is a sufficiently important matter to merit separate · 
treatment on the part of the Committee on Disarmament. M;y' delegation admits, 
of course, that there could be man:y .different ideas ·as to the measures to be 
adopted to prevent a nuclear war. But what we cannot understand is why this . 
item cannot be dealt with as such by the Committee on Disarmament but mu:st be 
discussed in a context so general and so vast that, in my delegation's view, there 
woUld be very fe\'1 chances of our reaching concrete and positive conclusions about 
what tr,uly preoccupies humanity, namely, nuclear war. I believe ·that this 
opposition from certain quarters to a specific discussion of this item stems· 
from the same line of reasoning as has made it impossible for the Committee on 
Disarmament to conduct negotiations - real and meaningful negotiations ·- on other 
items of the agenda such as item 1, Nuclear test ban, item 2, Cessation of the 

.· nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament and the i tern on negative security 
· assurances. It is clear that wherever the nuclear element comes into play, the 
activity of this Committee becomes deadlocked, and it would appear that this 
applies also to the,aubject of the prevention of nuclear war, with the difference, 
in this case, that it is proving impossible even to include it on the agenda of 
our Committee. 

It has been said this afternoon that tbe differences of op~ru:.on are perhaps 
more apparent than real and that there is a good basis, a substratum of common 
views, which could make it possible to reach agreement on this matter. Certainly, 
my deiegation has no objection to - on the contrary, it is entirely in favour of -
the continuation of the efforts to find a formula which would make it possible for 
the Committee to deai with this important question. But this formula must be one 
which will allow the subject of the prevention of nuclear war to retain all ita 
individuality and to be dealt with separately. If, in the . end, the Committee Otl 
Disarmament refuses to include this item on its agenda, and consequently to deal · 
with it, this will be something very difficult to explain to international public 
op~n~on. What I have been trying to make clear in this statement is that my 
delegation, like marry others, will not consider itself responsible for such an 
abnormal situation. 
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. ·r.J:t>LI {China): During the Chairman's consultations and at the informal meetings 
the Chinese delegation has already expressed its vie••s concerning the adoption of the 
agenda. We, lika many other delegations, re5Tet that no agreement has been reached 
so far on the agenda in this Committee. I would noH like to make once again a brief 
comment on this problem. 

At present, the main controversy concerning the adoption of the agenda is whether 
the "Prevention of nuclear uar 11 should be included. The prevention of nuclear war is 
indeed an important question and a major concern of .many countries. vle are in favour 
of including it in the agenda, either as a separate item or to be discussed under 
item 2 of the draft agenda, i.e. the "Cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear 
disarmament". This is because He ahmys hold that in order to reduce and eliminate 
the danger of nuclear "Tar it is essential to halt the nuclear arms race and carry o•-.t 
nuclear disarmament, and first of all substantially to reduce the two major nuclear 
arsenals • . It is, therefore , feasible to discuss it under item 2 if no agreement can 
be reached on its inclusion as a separate item in the agenda. 

Some countries argue that the lvording "the prevention of "'ar, both nuclear and 
conventional" should be added to item 2. It is our consistent view that the 
prevention of conventional war is a real and important issue. However, since the~e 
has been a preliminary exploration of it by the United Nations Disarmament Commission 
and since the ~{pert Group on Conventional Disarmament is to submit a report on this 
issue, it is advisable that our Committee arrange a specific discussion on this 
subject at an appropriate time in the future. Therefore, it is not necessary to add 
those words to item 2. As a matter of fact, since there is a lillie between nuclear 
war and conventional 1-.rar, naturally countries can ah.,rays express their views on the 
prevention of ,.,ar, including conventional ;-rar, even if there i s no such wording in 
item 2. We have stressed time and again tha t in order to prevent a war, including a 
nuclear war, it is essential, apart from disarmament, to oppose all acts violating 
the basic principles of the United Nations Charter. 

As for the question of "Prohibition of 
i tern, in brackets, in the draft agenda), >ve 
falls into the category of nuclear "'eapons. 
include it as a separate item. It can a lso 

the nuclear neutron "'eapon" (the ninth 
have always held that this kind of weapon 
It is, therefore, not necessary to 

be discus sed under item 2. 

li.. f3 for "Ensuring the safe development of nuclear energy" {the tenth item, in 
brackets, in the draft agenda), we as Hell as some other countries hold that it can 
be discussed under item 5, i.e. "the prohibition of radiological weapons". It is not 
necessary to include it as a separate item either. 

Iri the past fe"' years, the Committee on Disarmament has been unable to play its 
role in promoting the proces s of disarmament. He do not think that the reason for 
this is that there are not enough subjects on the agenda. On the contrary, there 
have been quite a lot of subjects on the agenda. The problem is that no substantial 
progress has been: made on any of the subjects. Therefore, what "'e should do now is 
not to add still more new subjects to the agenda but to settle the agenda problem as 
early as possible so as to leave more time for the discussion and settlement of 
substantive issues. 

Mr. GARCIA ROBLBS {!Vlexico) {transla ted from Spanish): Nr. Chairman, at the last 
meeting of the Committee on Disarmament, I made the second statement (I think that 
the first was made by the distinguished representative of India) at a plenary 
meeting -- those of vrhich verba tim records are Ilk'\de -- on the question put forward by 
4-\... ,... ("...,..,....,.,.,.... ,.... +' f')1 .: - ..; +.....,. .,. ri"''\"''O•.,l.r.:- ,.,... .,........, .,...,,...~ f'T'\ 1-z. J1l 
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I am very glad that at today's plenary meeting there have been so .niany speakers on 
this subject, for it seems to me tl~t it is one about which all the peoples have the 
right to lalow what to expect. As the old Latin saying has it, verba volant scripta 
manent. 

At today's meeting I should like to begin by referring to a matter which some may 
consider unimportant but which I do not see in that light. The distinguished 
representative of Australia read us a passage from a press interview given by the 
Secretary-General on the same day on which, in the morning, he had visited this 
Committee and made a statement which is reproduced in the verbatim record of the 
194th plenary meeting. I do not think it is fair to the Secretary-General to cite as 
the expression of his position: something he may have said impromptu at a press 

~ 

conference, for as we all know such remarks do not always accurately ·reflect what we 
might have wished to say. If that 1·rere indeed the position of the Secretary-General, I 
should feel obliged, much to my regret and despite the high esteem in which I hold him, 
to say that that vras a position incompatible \d th the philosophy of the United Nations 
in the matter of disarmament. 

In order to prove this it Hould be enoug'h to read the paragraphs of the Final 
Document which I m.emtioned the other day, paragraphs 8, 18, 20, 45 and 47, which I am 
certainly not going to read again today. I would only add to those, as a useful 
complement, that the General Assembly in that same Final Document declared that it was 
"Alarmed by the threat to the very survival of mankind posed by the existence of nuclear 
weapons and the continuing arms race". The second paragraph I should like to quote · 
today in addition to those I quoted last time is paragraph 11 of the Final Document 
1vhich states: 

"Jv!ankind today is confronted '\>ri th an unprecedented threat of self-extinction 
arising from the massive and competitive accumulation of the -most destructive 
1veapons ever produced. Existing arsenals of nuclear \veapons alone are more than 
sufficient to destroy all life on earth." 

To these quotations from the Final Document might usefully be added, in order to 
illustrate what I have called the philosophy of the United Nations with respect to 
disarmament, some paragraphs of the HComprehensive study. on nuclear -weapons", which was 
circulated as a i-eport of the Secretary-General on 12 Septemb€r 1980, indocument A/35/392, 
and which .is undoubtedly one of the reports about which the'Secretary-General hiniself 
said recently: ",the reports prepared by the United Nations are ·not based on political 
considerations. They should be considered as being techriical in nature and as studies 
dealing -vri th the 'substance of problems". So, then, from that report let us take some 
paragraphs at random. Paragraph 490, for example, ~~hich sa~s that "nuclear weapons have 
novr become a 'pei-petual menace to human society 1 , in LNiels J Bohr 1 s words n. Or 
paragraph 491, in Hhich we read the following·: 

"Never before have States been in a position to destroy the very basis of the 
continued existence of other States or regions; never before has the destructive 
capacity of weapons been so immediate, complete and universal; never before has 
mankind been faced, as to<iay, vli th the real danger of self-extinction. n 
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nEven if the balance of deterrence \-TaS an entirely stable phenomenon, there are 
strong moral and political arguments ~gainst a continued reliance on this 
balance. It is inadmissible that the prospect of the annihilation of human 
civilization is used by some States to promote their security. The future of 
mankind is then made hostage to the perceived security of a fe1.r nuclear-weapon 
States and most not~bly thee t of the two SuperpO\vers. n 

Lastly 9 I should like to read from paragraph 519 vhich says: 

';Even if the road to nuclear di sarmament is a long and difficult one~ there is 
no alternative. Peace requires the prevention of the dan2;er of a nuclear vrar. 
If nuclear clisarmc:.ment is to become a reo.li ty, the commitment to mutual 
deterrence through a balance of t Grror must be discarded. The concept of the 
maintenance of vorlcl peace, stability and ba lance throue::h the process of 
deterrence is perhaps the most dangerous colle ctive f ctlla cy that exists." 

I believe that these paragTaphs ,,:hich I h2"ve quoted from the f'inal Document and 
the Comprehensive study on nuclear veapons ·are enough to illustra.te 9 to give a 
correct idea of, the philosophy of.the United nations in the matter of nuclear 
weapons. This is -.rhy I took the liberty of sayinr_; a fe1v moments ae;o ths~t if I 
believed the position of the Secretary-General on the subject of nuclear \·reapons to 
be indeed \vhat appears to emert;e from the quota tion read out by the distin~:s--uished 
representative of Australia , I vould have to consider it incompatible \rith that 
philosophy of the United Nations . )?ortuna tely, there is a statement -v1hich is in my 
vie\·• much more authoritative as regards the po s ition of the Secre tary-General. \·/hat 
I am refe!.-rine;; to in fact iE:: not a hasty improvisation c::.t a press conference but a 
paragraph from a speech that ,,ras carefully thought out and prepared by the 
Secretary-General, the speech he made to us here on 15 l<'ebruary and 1..rhich is 
reproduced in the varbatim record of the Committee's l94th pl enary meeting. I quoted 
it last time, and I shall quote it again today. 'rhus, the Se cretary-General said the 
follm.ring: 

0 At its first special session devote d t o di c,CD."'llament, in 1978 9 the 
··. United Nations General Assembly r e cognized that 'the removal of the threat 

of a ivorld var -- ::;, nuclear w:.r -- is the most acute· and urgent task of the 
present day'. Little, if any, progress has been achieved on this score, 
although the prevention of nuclear 1-rar covers a c·ride range of political and 
technical measures 1vhich require careful consiclera tion by nucl ear-weapon 
States and non-nuclear-•,reapon States a like. Since it poses a .threG.t to the 
survival· of the human species, nuclear \var is a matter of concern to all. 
I see no other body at present vllere a balanced and r epresentative membership 
may engag-e in a thorough d.iscussion of that most important question. 11 
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As to the discussion He have been ~ listening to today, I have asked myself a _ 
number of times \o'lhether 11rhat we -are _ doing now is c~msic1ering the possibility or · 
agreeing to the moc1est request of the Group of 21 which, after all, consists qnl:;r of 
including in the agenda the item 11 Prevention of nuclear \,rar 11

, or whether we are 
already discussing the substance of the issue, for I cannot see any more neutral way 
of defi_ning the item than that proposed by the Group of 21. Under this heading, 
"Prevention of nuclear Har 11

, each delegation can pu.t forward tthatever. .. arguments it 
likes: ~ne can say that the prevention of nucleat• \rar is so important that it should 
be the .subject .of exha~st~~e examination on its own; another can say that in view of 
the interrelationship between all thinr;s human, it should be taken up together with 
many other factors. I myself the other day, using Hhat is knot-m as a :reductio ad 
absurrh,un argument, sho\·rccl that it could be maintained that in a discussion on the 
prevent+on -of nuclear_ uar, since nuclear Har can onJ.y be Naged ·by human beings, it 
Hould be .legitimate to debate whether the story of Genesis or the theory of Daruin 
correctly explains . the origin of man. 

But I repeat, if we t..rant to examine the question of the prevention of nuclear · 
ttar in a \vay allowing complete freedom of discussion, we could find nothing 'better, 
no description more n'eutral than "Prevention of nuclear \-Jar 1

'. '\>le were amazed to 
hear . one of the distinguished representatives het•e, Nho has most adamantly opposed 
the inclusion of this item on our agenda, using a form of argument which, stripped of 
its trappings and adornments, amounts to the follo\dng: his delegation would have 
no objection to the inclusion in the agenda of an item on this question provided 
that it is worded in a manner that is to its liking, a manner Hhich prejudges the 
question of substance beforehand and does so in such a way as totally to support · 
the thesis of his delegation to the exclusion of all others. This is absurd. 

My delegation has repeatedly shoHn the'greatest flexibility, even though, I 
repeat, it is convinced that the best form' of tvording is· 11 Prevention of nuclear 
t-rar"-- the most adequate, the most neutral, the most favourable to complete freedom 
in the debate. Nevertheless, if the Committee uants to add this to another item, 
you, ·Mr. Chairl!lan, can confirm that even before consultinc; the other members of the 
Group of 21, Nhil!i!. explc;l;l.ning that I was speaking only for myself, I suggested it 
could be incorporated into item 2. by putting a semicolon and then adding, 
"Prevention of nuclear uar 11 • This sur,gestion apparently did not satisfy some 
delegations, .any more than did the last compromise proposal that you, together with 
the representative of ~he Secretary~General and Secretary of the Committee, put 
before delegations for ~nformal consideration, thi'•ough the co-ordinators of 
the various groups. 

In these circumstanc·es I tqo should like to mal~e a proposal, a formal proposal 
in the same Hay as the one put before us here toda·y at the beginning of the 
discussion on behalf of a group of delegations. Hy formal proposal is that the ' 
Committee should amend its rules of procedure so as to permit the adoption 
of the agenda in a manner similar to that applying to the adoption of the 
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agenda of the Security Council. I do not believe that anyone can claim that our 
discussions here have more serious implications for the security of States than 
those which take place in the Security .Council, which is thf! supreme body charged 
Hi th responsibility for ensuring international security. If ~~e follou this course, 
I am sure that we can adopted the agenda in five minutes. 

Mr. NUNEZ [vJOSQUERA (Cuba) (translated from Spanish) : At the plenary meeting , 
of the Committee on Disarmament held on Tuesday, 22 February, the head of my 
delegation explained our vie\<JS Hi th regard to the prevention of nuclear . .\•Tar. I 
should however today like to clarify certain aspects of our position in ·the light 
of various statements we have heard. 

In the fi1·st place 'I-re do not agree that the Committee has spen~ one month. 
talking about procedural matters. Experience of the '1-rork of the Committee has 
shown that there is nothing strictly procedural in its activities and that there is 
ahJays something substantial behind Hhat might appear to be procedural. Behind the 
refusal to include an item on the prevention of nuclear war in our agenda there is, 
in our view' the desi,re not to renounce the first use of nuclear weapons' to secure 
military superiority and to negotiate from positions of strength. You only have to 
look at the attitude adoptect by the same counti:"ies Hith t"egarc1 to the prohibition 
of nucleai-wea~o~ tests or the cessation of the nuclear arms race to sec that this 
is no mere matter of procedure. 

I am not r;oing to refer to all the parag1•aphs in the Final Document .t;hich 
declare the prevention of nuclear t-Jar to be the question of the highest priority 
at the p~esent time. I will simply recall paragraph 8 of that document Hhich states 
that, while the final objective of the efforts of all States should continue to be 
general and complete disarmament under effective international control, the immediate 
goal is that of the elimination of the ctangei" of a nuclear Har. That Has t.Jhat uas 
said in 1978. Arsenals of nuclear Heapons have increased since then both 
quantitatively and qualitatively and the doctrine of nuclear deterrence and other 
doctrines all based On the use of nuclear weapons have become the cornerstone of 
the foreign policy of certain Uestern countries which have even sh~welessly 
admitted this indirectly in this Committee. This group of countries now offers us 
a r1compromise 11 formula Hhich is in reality an alternative position . to tha t of the 
Final Document of 1970. The Final Document was adopted by consensus . and was ~~so 
ratified by consensus only a fev; months ago. The only altei:"native language He 
understand in this connection is tl~t of implementing the procramme of action 
contained in the Final Document in a direct and stt'aishtfoi'Hard r,mnnez· and vii thout 
resorting to delaying tactics i n this Committee. Resolution 3U78 I, which Has 
adopted by 130 votes in favour, none against and 11 a bstentions, is very clear in 
its requestto the Committee on Disarmament. The Group of 21 took the essentials 
of this resolution fully into account in submitting documei1t CD/ )L!-1. 
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The doo·.lment of the Group of 21 has been praised here today and it has eyen been 
said that it approaches tl"le problem 'of internationai security in an objective manner, 
Why, then, is it not accepted? Furthermore, resolution 36/81 13 entitled "Prevent-ion 
of nuclear war" ·was adopted by consensus and no one then objected to the title of 
that resolution. 

Unfortunately the situation is rather different in the Committee on Disarmament 
and the States which are preventing us making any headway in our work have shown that 
they do not take the international commuhi ty or vrorld public opinion very seriously. 

In this same room, at the beginning of this month, the Vice-President of the 
United States said that the most dangerous vie"'' particularly in the nuclear age, was 
that war is in~vitable. Unfortunately, events in this Committee· have shown that 
this danger is not taken very seriously either; on the contrary, it is exacerbated. 
\'/e have heard references todey to the blocking of the \·TOrk of the ColliDlittee, and 1-Te 
cannot but. agree with those vie\·18.. Since 1979 this Committee has been preyented 
from undertrucing serious negotiations on the highest priority items on its agenda. 
\lho are doing the blocking? The same countries as have prevented the starting of 
our work in February of tlus year, and \orith the same arguments, that is, arguments 
which leave out of account the views of three-quarters of mankind.- This month has 
shown which countries are determined not to allow any progress in the negotiations 
on disarmament, . and it has· also shmm that not all members of this Committee respect 
the priorities for disai'I!lament negotiations which in 1978 they appeared to be accepting 
by consensus. A reference was made here today to a statement of the Indian 
delegation and I, too, should like to quote v1hat Ambassador Dubey said in this 
Committee only four days ago. It is the follovTing: 

"The same countries vThich insist that we must deal with nuclear and 
conventional vrar together have always in the past dra'm a very clear-cut 
distinction between nuclear weapons and conventional weapons. Such a 

. distinction v1as the basis of the philosophy of t.he non-proliferation of 
· nuclear weapons. The highest priority attached to nuclear disarmament and 
the prevention of nuclear war in the Pinal Document of the first special session 
of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament vras also based on a common 
recognition that, unlike conventional \·Teapons, nuclear weapons pose a threat 
to the very survival of mankind. l'lhat has led these States to change their 
position now? The Group of 21 \-lish to negotiate measures to ensilre that 
the survival of their peoples and .the survival of mankind are not endangered 
by any use of nuclear ueapons. 1:/hat has this in common with the prevention 
of wars using conventional weapons? The threat to survival cannot be 
equated to the death and destruction resulting from the use of conventional 
vreapons. 11 

There are still questions pending this month, including the future of this item, 
\-Thivh, moreover, '"e do not think vrill be settled today. 

\fe trust that the countries uhich are hindering the work of this Committee 
and which have this afternoon expressed regrets and hopes will re(,onsider their 
positions and respect the desire of mankind to survive. 
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Hr. DE LA GORCE (France) (translated from French): I hesitate to take the floor 
at this late hour but I should like to make a rectification. Jvly deiegation has been 
accused, . in the. course of the discussion here' of trying to minimize the . importance 
of the prevention of nuclear 1-:ar, I should like to make it clear that obviously 
I have said nothinG that could justify such an accusation. How, indeed, could one 
cloak the importance of this subject? In addition, my delegation \-ras perhaps also 
being referred to by certain spe9l<:ers 11ho declared that some members of the Committee 
were blocldng or Hanted to block consideration of an item on the prevention of 
nuclea.r Har, I should like to say once acain that I have heard no such thine;. I 
have not heard a single statement ,,}rich could be interpreted as a refusal to engage 
in such a discussion; on the contrary. As to my deleGation, it is ready to consider 
very .seriously the subject of the prevention of nuclear vrar, but it does not think 
that a serious consideration of this question .is possible if i~ is dissociated from 
other matters Hhich are by their ~1.ature indissolubly linked Hith it. And He believe 
that the vrording of the item He are discussin!3' should reflect this fact. I am 
referring, of course, to the item mentioninG' the pr~vention of nuclear war. 

Hr. STEELE . (Australia): Hy delec-ation has no 'dish to misrepresent the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations. Ue are confident that \·Je have not done so. 
\le said in our statement that the Secretary-General made the point reflected' in our 
quotation more than once and did not give the full account. It vrould perhaps help 
delec~ations tci look at it closely in the press release issued by the information 
service of the United Nations at Geneva, numbered SG/SH/475 a...11.d issued on 
15 Februa~J 1983. 

The CH.AIRf.1.Al"f (translated from Russian): IIy list of speal<:ers is now exhaust eel. 
Does any other delegation Hish to take tT1e floor? If not, I should like to mal<:e 
a short stitement. 

The first month of the 1983 session of the Comnittee on Disarmament is coming 
to an end. \·Jhat can be said about the results of the vrork of the Committee during 
this period? 

The general debate in Hhich members of the Committee have taken part has again 
convincingly shown the urrrent importan"tB of dealing vlith the problems of the 
cessation of the a.c:-r.ns race and disarmament. SpeaJwrs have expressed great concern 
at the present state of affairs in this vitally important sphere and have urged the 
need to malm the utr.1ost efforts to resolve the most burning issnes of the day -- the 
prevention of nuclear uar, the curbing of the nuclear arms race, and nuclear 
disarwament. A number of nevr succ;estions and proposals have been put forvrard \-l'hich 
merit serious attention and b-usiness-like consideration. Delegations have rightly 
said that this year of 1903 is the most crucial for the solvinc of the n;ost urgent 
problems of disarmament. In lris statement to the Committee, the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations convincing·ly expressed the lecitimate desire of the peoples 
of the Horld for peace, international detente and disarmament. .. · . ·· 

It is no acciclent, .therefore, that the attention of the vJorld is riveted upon 
the uork of this multilateral negotiatine forum, for the international cornmnnity 
expects the Committee to resolve the problems before it as speedily and urgently 
as possible. 
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According to the I'!lles .of procedure, the Committee on Disarmament is required at 
the beginning of each annuc;~.l . session to adopt its agenda and programme of work. 

To this end, numerous consultations and informal meetings have .been held, in 
\-Thich all members of the Committee have taken an active part • 

.AB you knovT' the Group of 21 and the group of socialist countries put fOI'\'I'ard 
a proposal to include a new item, on the prevention of nuclear l'l'ar, in the agenda · 
of the Committee on Disarmament for l983 ru1d to set up an ad hoc ;mrking group on 
that .. subject • However, the results of the consultations held and of the discussion 
of this matter at informal meetings have shown that some delegations are. not ready 
to agree to the inclusion of that item in the agenda. This vras acrain made clear 
in the consultations I held today. As you lmm-1, the socialist countries. have also 
proposed the inclusion in the agenda for the Committee's present session of the 
questions of the prohibition of the nuclear neutron lveapon and ensuring the safe 
development of nuclear energy. On these questions, the socialist countries have 
shown a spirit of co-operation and~flexibility in order to facilitate the prompt 
adoption of the Committee's agenda. I believe that further consultations should be 
held on these ne'" items. 

I very much recret that, in spite of all the efforts made, the agenda and 
programme of work of the Committee have still not been adopted, not to mention the 
settlement of the other organizational matters. 

In spite of this deadlock in its work, the Committee has re-established the 
Ad Hoc \vorking Group on a Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament, and has reached 
a certain understanding about the lmrk of the Ad Hoc Group of Scientific Experts on 
seismic events. 

In the present difficult international situation, the urgent tasks before the 
Committee require it to proceed without delay to a consideration of the substance 
of issues. The activity of the Committee cannot and should not be divorced from 
present-day realities. The times demand the positive solution of the problem of 
disarmament. This compels us to make the maximum efforts. 

The peoples of the world place serious and great hopes in this multilateral 
negotiating forum. This obliges all members of the Committee to show political will 
and a spirit of co-operation in order to achieve tangible results on the most 
important questions of the cessation of the arms race and disarmament, particularly 
in the nuclear sphere. 

In conclusion, I should like to express our great gratitude to the Secretary 
of the Committee, Ambassador Jaipal, his deputy, llr. Berasategui, and all members 
of the secretariat, for their assistance and efficient co-operation. 
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I should also like to express my gratitude to the co-orctinators of the GToups 
and to individual delegations for the understanding and support they have given me 
in earrying out the responsible task of the Chairman of the Committee on Disarmament 
for the month of February this year. 

I should like to offer the good wishes of the Hongolian delegation to the 
delegation of Horocco, headed by Ambassador Slcalli, for its success in the office 
of Chairman of the Cot1mi ttee on Disarmament during the corning month. 

The next plenary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament vill be he·1d tomorrow, 
Tuesday, 1 Barch 1983, at 10.30 a.m. 

The meeting stands adjourned. 

The meeting rose at 7 p.m. 




